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ABSTRACT /_

This report presents the results of the Early En-
gineering Evaluation of the Saturn SA- 3 test flight. The

performance of each major vehicle system is discussed
with special emphasis on malfunctions and deviations.

The SA-3 flight test was a complete success, with

all missions of the flightbeing accomplished. No major
malfunction or deviation which would be considered a

serious system failure or design deficiency occurred.

Any questions or comments pertaining to the in-
formation contained in tKis report are invited and should
be directed to:

Director, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

Attention: Chairman, Flight Evaluation Working
Group, R-AERO-F (Phone 876-270i)
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GEOttGE C. MARSitALL SPACE Fi.IGtiT CENTEIt
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RESULTS OF TIlE THrI1D SATURN I I.AUNCII VEtIICLE TEST FLIGHT

By Saturn Flight Evaluation Working Group

SECTION I. FLIGIIT TEST SUMMARY

I. 1 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS systems functioned properly, with good results from

the increased propellant load to simulate Block II gas

Saturn space vehicle SA-3 was launched at 1245:02 ullage. All hydraulic systems operated well within

hours EST on November 16, 1962. The flight testwas expected limits.

a complete success, as were the first two Saturn flight

tests, The flight test did not reveal any malfunctions The controlsystem fortheSaturnvehicle SA-:twaa

or deviationswhiehcouldbeconsidereda serioussys- essentially the same as that usedin SA-I amt SA-2,

tem failure or design deficiency. However, the control gains (a o and bo) were differ-
ent. These were changed because of the increase(1

SA-3was launched approximately eightweeksafter propellant loading to maintain the same correlation

arrivalofthe S-Istageat Cape Canaveral. The sched- with the vehicle mass as on SA-1 and SA-2.

uled ten-hour countdown began at 0200 EST November

16, 1962. The count was continuous exceptfor one Enginedcfleetions, attitudcangles, andangles-of-

45-minute holdat 10:45 hours ESTdueteaground gen- attackwere lessthan those observed on SA-I and SA-2

eratorpower failure. All automatiepropellant loading flightsprimarilyduete the trajectory shape. The wind

sequencingproeesscswerewithinexpected tolerances, magnitude was almost the same in the pitch plane as

Launch preparations, execution of the countdown, and experienced on SA-2.

launch were as expected and successfully demonstrated

the compatibility between the ground support equipment Operations of the hydraulic actuators and the con-

and the space vehicle. The launch complex and support trol computers was satisfactory.

equipment suffered less damage than was expected
front the low liftoff acceleration of SA-3. The Saturn SA-3 vehicle was flown without active

path guidance. However, passenger hardware for both

The aetualflightpathof SA-awasclose tonominal. ST-90 and ST-t24P (Protob'pc) guidance systems was

Slightly lower acceleration caused the altitude and onboard teestablish the operational capabilities of the

range to be less thannominal at any time during pew- guidance equipment in the Saturn flight environment.

ered flight, but a longer powered flight caused Ix)th to The telemetered dataas well as a trajectory compar-

be greater than expected at times after burnout, De- ison indicatcdsatisfactory performance of the ST-90

structof the SA-3dummystages for ProjectHighwater guidance system throughout powered flight. The op-

occurred at 292 seconds range time at an altitude of eration of the ST-124P guidance system, as an engi-

187.2 kin, seering test. was quite satisfactory,

The performance of the propulsion system was Erroneous outputs from the cross range acceler-

very satisfactory for this flight test. The total cluster ometer system mounted on the ST-124P platform were

performance averaged within approximately one per- noted beforeignition. Nocorrectionwasmadeand the

cent of predicted. Individual engine performance was crossrange measurement contained extraneous signals

satisfactory with no major deviations from predicted throughout flight. These ex'traneous signals were

valuesbeingnoted. The propellant tankpressurization eliminated from the telemeteredaeeelerometeroutpui



i. _p is nose up

2, +C_y is nose right

3. A + signal in _r yield, " movements
as follows

: " Ip' - 2p* + 3p _

IV + !_'p'+ ly' " "2y, " _3y, +'4y

I

FIGURE 1-1. SATURN BOOSTER POLARITY C|tAI_T



and valid cross range information was deducted from Third Objective - Vehicle in Flight

the measurement.

(a) Aeroballistics

The flight data indicated that the SA-3 vibration

levelswere generallysimilar to those recorded during Confirm values of aerodynamic character-

the previous two Saturn flights, istics, correlatingpredicted stabilityand performance
with that encountered in flight. Achieved.

The 10 bending accelerometers flown on SA-3 (b) Propulsion
showed response at frequencies in the range of first

and second vehicle bending. These frequencies were Prove that the booster stage is capable of pro-

present in both pitch and yaw direction with a maxi- riding the proper thrust to propel the Block l vehicle

mum amplitude at liftoff on the nose cone of 0. 016 g's through the desired trajcctoryat the requiredvelocity.

single amplitude for first mode of 2.0 cps. At OECO Determins the inflightperformanceof alleightcngines,
a forced response of 0. 095 g's single amplitude oc- the controlling movements of the four outboard gim-

curred at a coupled frequency of 2.7 cps. The re- balledengines, engines' cutoff, propellant utilization,

sponse is lower than on SA-2 before OECO. and other desired propulsion data. Achieved.

(c} Structural and Mechanical

The base region enviroranent duringthe SA-3 flight
was similar to that encountered on thetwo previous Verify the structural integrity of the Block I

flights. Radiation heating rates on SA-3 are in good airframe, by correlating theoretical calculations and

agreement with values obtained on the previous Saturn specificationrequirementswithconditionsencountered

flights and are considered representative for the Sat- during flight. Specifically, to determine the inflight

urn I, Block I vehicle, stress, vibration levels, and associated frequency con-
tent atvarious locations throughout the vehicle struc-

A total of 607 flight measurements were flown on lure, so that the dynamic increments to the shear and
SA-3. Of these measurements, fourteen were corn- bending moments may becalculated and component vi-

pietelyunusable, sixwerepartiallyusable and one was brationenvironmenf maybe determined. Measure the

questionable. The signal strength of all RF systems, overall structuralresponse to define critical dynamic

except C-Band radar, was very close to the expected occurrences. Evaluate the presence of any excessive
rabies, strain, body bending effects, and accumulate data

which may be used to determine the mode shape of the

bending curve during flight. Achieved.

1.2 TEST OBJECTIVES (d) Guidance and Control

The objectives of the Saturn SA-3 flight testwere To demonstrate the capability of the G & C
as follows: system (a modified ST-90 stabilized platform) to per-

form the required control, guidance, and operational

First Objective - Booster sequence for the Block I flight tests. Specifically, to
prove that the system will establish an accurate space-

Prove the propulsion system, structural design, fixed coordinate reference for determining vehicle

andcontrol systemof thehigh thrust booster. Achier- attitude and providing an accurate coordinate velocity

ed. signal. Achieved.

Second Objective - Ground Support Equipment Fourth Objective - Project "liighwater"

Prove the operational concept of the associated Awater cloud experiment (similar to the experi-

supporting launch facilities for Saturn class vehicles; ment conducted on SA-2) will be accomplished by in-
which include propellant systems, automatic checkout jecting the upper stages' 87,329 kg (192,528 lb) of

equipment, special instrumentation, launch pedestal water ballastinto the upper atmosphere, at an altitude
with holddownarms, andother necessary handling and of approximately 167 km, by rupturing the upper stage_

launching equipment. Achieved. with primacord. Achieved.
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TABLE 1-I. TIMES OF FLIGHT EVENTS

Event Actual Range Predicted Act - Pred

Time (sec) (see)

Ignition Command -3.79 -3.57 -0.22

Tllrust Commit -0.49 ....

Launch Commit -0. 08 ....

First Motior¢,, 9. l0 0. 10 0

Lfftoff Signal 9.33 ....

(Start Program Device)

Begin Tilt 10. 33 ....

Mach 1 Reached 68. 10 68.03 0.07

Maximum Dynamic Pressure 78. 60 78.28 0.32

Inboard Engine Cutoff 141.66 140.34 1.32

End of First Thrust Decay 144.25 ....

Outboard Engine Cutoff 149.09 147. 95 1.14

End of Second Thrust Decay 152.78 150.48 2.30

Retro Rockets Ignite 153.66 152.34 1.32

Project "Highwater" 292, O0 292.00 0

Loss of Telemetry Signal 292.00 292.00 0

: Reference point for comparison



SECTION II. INTRODUCTION

Saturn space vehicle SA-3was launched at 1245:02 with special emphasis on malfunctions and deviations.

ESTo_ November 16, 1962, fromSaturn Launch Com-

plex 34, Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral, This reportispublishedby the Saturn FligOatEval-

Florida. SA-3 was the thirdvehicle to be flighttested uation Working Group, whose members are represent-

in the Saturn I R&D program. The major objective ativesfromall MarshalISpaceFlightCenterDivisions.

of thistestwas to evaluate the designs of the propul- Therefore,the report represents the officialMSFC

sion system, control system, and structure of the positionat thistime. This report will not be followed

590,000 kg (I.3 million Ib) thrust booster, by a similarly integratedreport unless continued alml-

ysis and�or new evidence should pt'ovethe conchisions

presented here partly or wholly wrong. Final eval-

This report presents the results of the early en uafionreportswill, however, bepublished by the MSFC

gineeringevaluation of the SA-3 testflight. The per- Divisionscovering some of the major systems and/or

formance of each major vehicle system is discussed special subjects as required.



SECTION III. LAUNCH OPERATIONS

3.1 SUMMARY November 14, 19(iZ RP-1 fuel loaded

Saturn Vehicle SA-3. scheduled for launching at November 16, 1962 Launch
1200 hours EST on November 16, 1962, was launched

at 1245:02 hours EST, on that date. The vehicle was 3.3 PRELAUNCH ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE

launched on an azimuth of t09 degrees East of North CONDITIONS

from complex 34, Geodetic Latitude 28. 52153 degrees

North and Longitude 80. 56136 degrees West. General weather conditions around Cape Canav-

eral at the time of launch were exceptionally good.

The scheduled i0-hour countdown began at 0200 There were no clouds along the flight path. The visi-
EST, November 16, 1962. The count was continuous bility was 16 km (lO miles) or better. Barometric

except for one hold at 1045 hours EST. There was a pressure was 764mm of mereu_,{ 1018..5 robs) , relu-

groundgenerator power failure at this time. The hold tivehumidity 36percent, and temperature 24.7degrees

continued for 45 minutes and the count was resumed centigrade. Surface winds were from 215 degrees
at 1130 hours EST. All automatic propellant loading (SW) at 3 rn/s.

sequencing processes were withinexpected tolerances.

Launch preparations, execution of the countdown, and :1. 4 COUNTDOWN

launch were as expected and successfully demonstrated

the compatibility between the ground support equipment Launch countdown began at T m thus 600 minutes

and the flight configuration. The complex and support at 02O0 EST on November 16, 1962 and was continuous

equipment suffered tess damage than was expected except forone45-minuteholdcaused by a ground gen-

from the low liftoff acceleration of SA-3. orator power failure at T minus 75 minutes ¢ Figure
3-1). The events of the holdwere as follows:

3.2 PRELAUNCH MILESTONES

Date

September 19, 1962 S-Istage arrived at CapeCa-

naveral on Saturn barge
"Promise"

September 21, 1962 S-Ibooster erectedonlauneh

pedestal at pad 34.

September 24. 1962 Dummy stages S-D,', S-V, ] ............. '_
and payload assembled to the I f

r01 [

/

S-I booster.." _'_}--",,.,2 -i

Octo]Y_r t9, 1962 Sel_'icc Structure removed "] L'""'_ 'ir

for RF check. '°t ]October 31, 1962 Fuel test completed; S-IVD ,0 '_ ......lS-VD water loading temple-
' • ---I .... J--

November 2, 1962 LOX loading test completed "

November 6, 1962 Overall test 4completed '°?

November 9, 1962 Retro Rocket installation '_ '-'*¢ ,-,_ ,-,,_ ,-,_ ,-,,_ ,-_ ,-0

completed

November 13, t962 Simulated flight test per-
formed I_'IGURE 3-1. COUNTDOWN TIME IN MINUTES

6



Ho[ds 3.6 LAUNCH COMPI,EX AND GROUND SUPPORT

EQ UIPME NT

Network gene rater number 2 dropped out, appa r-

ently due to the over-voltage sensing circuit, causing All items of ground support equipment functioned
the hold. The nominalvalue for activation of the over-

normallywith tile exceptional the LOX fill mast, which
voltage device is 37 volts; however, it was found that failed to retract on command. This failure to retract

the over-voltage sensing device for this.genc._,'at0rhad didnot interfere wiLhthe sullsequent liftofl of the space

shifted to 35volts (approximately the terminal voltage vehicle. However, the failure to relraet on eommand
of the generator at the moment of dropout). The sen-

resulted in the ultimate Failure of the LOX fill mast

sing device was replaced. The over-voltage bypass becauseofthevehicieblast breaking the masley}ind(,r
circuit for all generators tnormally energized at

mount, with the subsequent forward motion of the uppt, r

"LOX bubl)ling complete") werethen jumpered for the mastassembly. PostlaunchinvestJgationsofthc cause
remainder of the countdown to avoid further difficult ies

of the mast failure to retract have been inconclusive.
in this area. The count was resumed at t 1,30 hours

EST and continued until launeh. Sequence and event records show that the command for
tile mast to retract was received and responded to by

the solenoidvalve in the LOX fill mast assembly valve
box. The actuation of this solenoid valve should have

Automatic Countdown resulted in the application of pneumatic pressures to

the retract cylinder, whieh would result in the ultimate
The automatic eountdown sequence was initiated retraction of the mast. The response of the solenoid

by the firing command 363.45 seconds prior to ignition valve to cmnmand was demonst rated duringcomponents

command (T n_inus 0) , This is 10.55 seconds later test oil T minus 1 dny. The correct mechanical con-

than the firing command on SA-2, due primarily to the neetions to the retract cylinder were vcrifiedprior to

time difference in LOX tank pressurization. 'File LOX launch and reverified during thepost latmeh investiga-

tank pressurization time was shorter on SA-3 due to lion. The post launch analysis, so tar, t_ints most

the smaller gas ullage associated_ith thelull in'opel - strongly to a theory which indicates that tile retract

lent loading for this vehicleas compared tothe partial cylinder failed to stroke, sul)sequent toihe application

loading onSA-I andSA-2. The times shown were read of pressure, This failure could be due to two possi-

from sequence records. No digital output for events bi/ities, The first would be a mechanical "freezing"

was available due to a eonnputer malfunction, of the retract cylinder piston _tithin its cylinder. The

second possibility would be that of a lailure el the

"cushion" regulator, or that one of the Iwo-_ ay "button"

3.5 HOLDI)OWN valves, used for remote coupling, could have leaked.

Either of these possihilitieswould rest.l_t in u net [el'On
Engine start and transition were smooth with all toward the [orv.,ard position rather than tile retract

engines receiving a positive ignition from a LOX lead
position. The circumstances of the [.OX fill nlast

in the gas generator ignition system. All critical
failure to ret rant a re being investigated to dole rm inc

blockhouse measurements wore within the established the most likely cause of R_ib.lre and _hat steps can 1__,

redlinc values, taken to prevent its recurrence.

Two events from the sequenee records show ir-

regular sigllals. The "Support Retract Pressure OK"

switciJ cycled several times about 500 ms al'tcr a{l en- The c()ml)lex and support equipment snlfered less

gines were running, This eould he due to vii)ration on damage than was expected lromthelow liftoff nceeler-
one or more of the four switches. The function of ation of SA-:L Film coverage shm_s that SA-:_ took

these foul' switches ,'one on each support arm assembly approximately 3.2 seconds longer to reach 93 m alti-

at the pressure source) is to show that pressure is rude than either of the two previous Saturn vehicles.

available to move the support retract arm. The At this altitude, the exhaust flame aml jets cease to

switches were wired inseries andvibration on any one "flare otlt, "rherefore, since SA-3 remained in close

switch would cause the cycling noted. This possible contact with the pad,approximately30 percent hmger

problem was noted early in the Saturn progntm and than either 8A-I or SA-2, more pad d.'tmuge wouict be
these switches were taken out of the cutoff circuit, expected from SA-3.

The other irregular signal showed that the LOX hub-

bling valve staye d open for I a7 seconds instead of the

expected 60seeonds. This is considered a measuring Examination of the launcher and ground support
error since other parameters (such as LOX temerpa- equipment, after the launch of Saturn vehicle sA-a,

turn in the tanks and at the pump inlet) did not reflect revealed that the (lamagc_as of a level comparable t_

this long bubbling time. the damage observed after the launch of SA-I and SA-2
7



The only observed damage readily attributable to the input but possibly will be reused, subject to qualifica-

low liftoff acceleration was incrcaseddamage to the tion testing.

torus ring retaining bands and a noticeable larger in-

crement of flame deflector t_arping, A damaged area Fuel Loadin_Mast, This mast should he subject
of interest was the tubing on the exposed wall of the to refurbishment with a majority of the mechanical

umbilical tower lx_se room. This tubing was ripped eomponentsbeing reusable. Flexiblehoseassemblies,

looseI'rom the walland severely distorted. Although electrical harnesses, and theretractablecoupling are
this tubing damage did not occur on the launches of subject to replacement.

SA-I or SA-2, it wouht be difficult to associate the.

damage with any launch characteristic peculiar'toSA- LOX Fill Mast. This sustained major damage,

:l. It is believed that this damage resulted from the with very few components, other than the steel base

mounting system being weakened during previous and the valve box assembly, subject to sah'age.
launches. Saturn vehicle SA-B was tile first to use an

umbilical swing arm instead of the long cable mast Retractable Support Arms. These support arms
assemt)ly. The long cable mast assembly was essen- sustained minor damage consisting oI _mdom failure

tJally destroyed during the SA-I and SA-2 launches, of tubing which is e×posed nearly directly to the blast.

The umbilical swingarm installation used to se_wiee

SA-:I sustained very minor damage during the launch tlolddown Arms and Associate Valve Panel, l'bis

and can be reused with minor refurbishment, equipment sustuined minor damage consisting pri-

marily of tubing and flex hose assemblies being burned

The following is :t detailed assessment ¢,1"damage away.
to individual GSE items.

/:lame Deflector. 2'his can be reused. It suffered

Short Cable Mast and Tail Cable Mast Assemblies. a pronounced increment of warpage: however, this
This equipment should be subject to refurbishment with warpage is not considered so severe as to compromise

a majority of the mechanical components being sal- its usefulness.

vageahle. The umbilical swing arm should be subject

to refurbishment with n_inimmn effort. The umbilical The launch again proved theeompatability of the

disconnect plate sustained damage toone ejection pin. vehicle and the ground support equipment. In addition,

The bungee cord redundant retract system, used on it also proved that a vehicle with low liftolf aecelera-

the umbilical discenneet plate, was burned away. The lion ( ll. 4 m/s 2 compared to t3.6 rues 2 for" normal

umbiliealarm service platform sustainedminor dam- flights} would not danmge the launch complex an ex-

age. Electrical cabling, in general, evidenced heat cessiveamount.



SECTION IV. TRAJECTORY

4. i SUMMARY at IECO. About 0. 255 km of this deviatiol_ was clue to

the difference in aligl_ment of the platform and vehicle

The actual flight path of SA-3 wasclose to nora- (Secti(m VIII}, and approximately 0. 110 km was

inaL Slightly lower acceleration caused the altitude caused by lateral winds. The remaining difference

and range to be less than nominal at any time during (0,045 km) is due to other small effects. The nora-

powered flight, but a longer powered flight caused inal trajectory is presented in Reference 1.

both to be greater than expected at times after burn-

out, Water release (Project Highwater) occurred at _. .......
292 seconds at an altitude of 167.2 km.

At IECO, the actual altitude was 1.4 km higher, | ! ! : i f I I , i:':L_*"
the range was 1.8 km longer, and the velocity was ,_. _-__ _. _--J-_¢_-_--,._ _
18.4 m/s greater than nominal, l ! _*_--_w- =_ ! ' 2¢" /- _,',','_'g) ;

4.2 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

-- Lil} t/f __...'.. _ .......
The electronic tracking data obtained for estab- [_ I ........ _ _'" , " ''°

lishing a post flight trajectory were somewhat poorer _/;--_ _-_- _--_ _'°

than that obtained on the first two vehicles. The ac- _ _+_/_ L__ 1 1_'" "_,._.,,-,_ :0
celeration components from UDOP were not usable o_- _-_---_,"----',- , ,\ I t,,

prior to 35 seconds or after about 120 seconds. Ae- '_**'_- ('"_ " "_°

eeieration components from Azusa were not usable

prior to 75 or 80 seconds, and were intermittently FIGURE 4-i. TRAJECTORY
available during the remaining flight. FP8-16 Radar

data was intermittent during the entire flight from all The longitudinal acceleration was about 1.2 m/s z
stations. Acceleration components were not usable less than expected during the power flight; however,
from any of the radar sitesprior to 40 or 50 seconds.

the maximum longitudinal acceleration was only 0.5

m/s 2 lower than nominal. The velocit 5, at first cutoff
The postflight trajecto_ 5, is a combination of

was 18.4 m/s more than expected, siace actual cutoff
"Close-in" and "regular" Fixed Camera, Theodolite,

occurred i. 3 seconds later, The earth-fixed velocity
and Mark 11 Azusa tracking data; with telemetered

is shown in Figure 4-2.
data using transients, and a ballistic trajectory com-
puted from 160 seconds through water release at 292

seconds. The maximum difference between the posi- ... ..........

tion components from this synthesized trajectory and '_ T : l _ _---i 7

thetrackingdatadurtngpowered flightwaaabout 20 m, '_j t _ _ _ - " - -_ _

4. 3 ACTUAL AND PREDICTED TRAJECTORY 1

4.3. 1 POWERED FLIGHT

The initiallongitudinalacceleration on SA-3 :: :ii i i !. J '. _--_,_3was 11.36 m/s _ which was very close to nominal

(11.27 m/s2). The initial acceleration on this flight _ L-- "- +-/-Y;"- _- L1-.... : -*
was lower than that on previous flights due to maxi- / i l

mum propellant loading. This initial acceleration is i

equivalent to 1.16 g's as compared to approximately ,_ _ ! _ --

1.38 g's on previous flights, ,...... i_ __ i i L _

Actual and nominal altitude, range, and cross , - !; _- i± _ --.

range (Ze) are shown in Figure 4-1. The actual alti- "- .......
tude and range were essentially the same until after

the second cutoff (Figure 4-1). The actual cross

range displacement (Ze) was 0.41 km left of nominal FIGURE 4-2. EARTII- I,'IXED VELOCITY
9



-_,_,_ri_2} _T'_AI
Actual and nominal Mach number and dynamic TABLE 4-I. CUTOFF CONI)I'PI()NS

pressuresare shown in Figure 4-3. These two param-

eters were calculated using measured meteorological

data to an altitude of approximately 33.4 kin. Between I-- """'2""' --- _- '_ - _ °'_
33.4 and 47.0 km altitude, tile measured data were _ )i .......................... 274
gradually adjusted to the 1959 ARDC atmosphere, _,_.7,,._/L_v - _"_i_t ................;; _ _ _ "; ;';_: --";: tabovew_ie_the_95,A=_wa=used.Theactual :,. ,_._ _= ,, ' ....... :,_

•_,.*_peak dynamic pressure was slightly less (0.006 _ °.:'- I .... ,,_

kg/cm 2) titan nominal due to a lower velocity. _---- , ,

..........................k...........

...... f-- - _ -H

I.'[GUFIE 4-3, DYNAMIC IIIESSURIC .4.11 MACII
NUMBER

4. 3.2 CUTOFF

A eomparison of actualand nominalparame- _I ___L__J ' ] 'ters at both inboard and outboard engine cutoff is __ _____

shown in Table 4-I, At OECO, the actual altitude was ....*__'"'_""_

1. t km higher, range was 1.8 km longer, and velocity FIGUIIE 4-4. LONGITUDINAl, ACCELI':I_A'FION

was ll. 9 m/s greater than predicted. The time inter-

val betweenthe two cutoff times was 7.43 seconds for TABLE 4-1L SIGNIHCANT EVENTS
the actual, and 7.61 seconds for the nominal, The ac-

celeration level of both actual and nominal was about i _' t ":'" _ =[ ....._ i_ _21 m/s'. Since the actual burning time between IECO _.'"........ _' ............................... _,_:::and OECO was 0.2 second less than nominal, the re- ,=, ._-,_ ,-,_ .,o " .......

loeity comparison would be expected to change by ._-._5, _..;.,, 2'_1'-"'" - ]--_" --"_
about 4 m/s between IECO and OECO. This would ,:_,.:._._,,.,_ ....

mean that the expected difference between actual and 1!.--.--__._,7_,-,j_ ..........nominal velocity at OECO would be 14.4 m/s, instead i ........... , ................ ., ...." Io_the=.,m_=o_ser,ed."igure,-,indicates_at _-_'"_'°r I:; ,
the aeee leration level during outboard engine operation _/-'_':L_.,'::::.,.-_-,_, _-.' :: '::::: ,_':'--_is less than nominal, resulting in an increasing veloc- [_-- '_:: __ t

,tyde=e=_.mprediei,d. i t-::="................-- /_..........:5!ii!iii
Comparisons o[ actual and nominal parameters -

at significant event times are given in Table 4-LI. ""' _'....... _"'_
10



4.3, 3 THItUST DECAY rockets. The measured longitudinal acceleration (F7-

13) during retro rocket operation is shov.-n in the

The aetuatvelocttygainduring outboard engine lower part of Figure 4-4. The veloeig, loss due to

thrust decay was 7.9 m/s and the nominal velocit3; retro rocket operation was about 9 m/s or approxi-

gain was 7.6 m/s. A comparison of the two hns no mutely the ve|oci_.'loss predicted. I)eviattng from the

sigmiticancc, since LOX depletion occurred. In nddi- Block 11 separation sequence, this velocity loss ap-
tion, the time of actual OECO was obtained from a plies to the entire tunseparatcd) ,qA-:l vehicle.

commututed telemett3' trace, which may be in error

by as much as • S3 ms. This time error is equiva-

lent to a :- l, 7 m/s uncertaiaity in the velocity gain. 4.5 WATER RELEASE {DESTRUCT)

4.4 IIETIIO ROCKETS Water release occurred at 2}12.0 seconds ra_lge

time. The vehicle was 0.45 km higher and 3.76 km

SA-3 was the first Satun_ vehicle to use retro further in range than was expected.

It



SECTION V. PROPULSION

5. 1 SUMMARY 3. The rctro rockets ignited and operated satis-

factorily at the end of S-I stage powered flight,

Vehicle propulsion system performance through-

out the flight test of Saturn SA-3 was well within sat- 5.2 INDIVIDUAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE

isfactory limits. Performance of individual engines,

hydraulic systems, and propellant tankpressurization The performance of the individual engines on the

systems did not deviate significantly from the pre- SA-3 flight was satisfactory. Thc maximum deviation

dintod values. The vehicle longitudinal thrust was in engine thrust, between thatcalculated from Hight

0. 15 percent lower and specific impulse 1. 10 percent data and predicted values, was approximately 1.8

higher than corresponding predicted values, percent, occurring on engine positions 6 and 8. The

deviations for the other engines varied from minus

All missions, including primary, secondary, and 1.6 to plus 1.2 percent as compared to the predicted

special missions, were accomplished. Results of the thrust (Fig_are 5-1). The engine-to-engine deviation

special missions of particular significance to the re- from the actual mean thrust was from plo.s 1. 5 to

hinle propulsion system are described below: minus 0, 8 percent

1. The full propellant load simulating Block lI The m_.ximum deviaLion in engine specific im-

ullage volumes presented no problem tothe propellant pulse, betweenthat reconstructed from flight data and

loading system, the pressurization system, or the en- the predictedvalues, was approximately plus 2.6 per-

gine operation, cent, occurring on engine position 2. The deviations

for the other engines varied from plus 0.35 to plus

2. The thrust OK cutoff of outboard engines due 2.26 percent as compared to the predicted impulse

to LOX depletion, achieved a significant increase in (Figure 5-2). The engine-to-engine deviation from

propellant utilization with no problems in eng_ine shut- the actual mean specific impulse was from plus 1.8
down and vehicle control, to minus 1, 0 percent.

FIGURE 5-1. INDIVIDUAL ENGINE DEVL_'I'ION
FROM PREDICTED THRUST

7, I_v_aL_m _v_,m Predicted Specific Impulse

3

Eng 7 Eng

4 Predicted

o _ ] | s_clfl¢
Impul_e

FIGURE 5-2. INDIVIDUAL ENGINE DEVIATION FROM

PREDICTED SPECIFIC IMPULSE
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Engine main propellant valve opening and closing Paragraph 4.3)

thnes are shown in Table 5-t, and the cutoff impulse

is shown in TabLe 5-11. Allvalues shown in Table 5-11 All engine subsystems and components were

are based on chamber pressure decay. The cutoff evaluated,and the data indicatedacceptable levelsof
signals for the outboard engines were measured on operation except for the gear case pressure on engine

commutated channels andcould, therefore, he in error position 2, which exceeded tile limit of 0.7 kg/cm 2 (10

by as much as 83 ms, which represents a possible psi gauge). The most plausible explanation of this

error in impulse of 6760 kg-see (14,900 lb-see), occurrence appears to be an obstructed pressure

When the possible _3 ms error in cutofftime is taken sensingline (SectionXIII Paragraph 13.2 for a detailed

into consideration, the cutoff impulse values from explanation). Detailed analysis of engine i_)sition5

chamber pressure decay- are in good agreement with subsystems could not be made due to a failure in the

the impulse from trajectory information /Section IV measuring power supply feeding thisarea.

TABLE 5-I, ENGINE IGNITION AND CUTOFF INFORMATION

Ign. Signal Time GG LOX_ MLV KFV I MLV

Lead IOpening Time Opening Time I Closing Time

Engine After Ign. Command Clo_Ing Time

No. (_s) (_s) (_s) <ms) I (ms) (=s)

320 10 260 250 250 1300

220 10 200 bTO 300 1370

3 320 20 220 630 330 1250

4 220 20 280 600 300 1300

5 i0 t0 _ 620 _ --

6 120 i0 250 600 290 1250

7 lO 20 200 680 220 1300

120 10 200 700 1300 1350

NOTE: Engines =tarred in pairs _th a predicted LECEh_

I00 ms d_fference in starting time as

follows: C_ - Gas Generator

MLV - Mal. LOX Valve

No, 5 and No. 7 MI_ ° Main Fue[ Valve
No. 6 and No. S

No, 2 and No. 4

NO. l and NO. 3

"FABLE 5-IL ENGINE CUTOFF IMPUI,SE

Engine Engine C_toff Impulse C_parison _tth Nominal
_sltion (kg.s_c) (Ib-se¢) (kg-se¢) (Ib-sec)

1 32_997 eee _oce 3 72,_6 See Note 5 NOTES=

2 28,81_ see Note 3 63,530 See _ote 5 I. The nominal (uteri impulse Is 3_.400 _ 2_00 kK-_ec (71,400
5200 Ib-see) for a one sigma confidence level.

3 24.72_ see _o_e 3 5_.5t0 See Note 5 2. All v_lues are based on chamber pressure decay data.
3. The cutoff _i_aal for engines I. 2. and _ _'asc_ut_ted _n_

4 could be in error by 83 =s, whleh represents an error tn
cutoff impulse of 6760 kg-sec ([4.900 ib.sec) or 31 percent.

S 25,348 55.883 -_036 -[5._17 4. The cutofl 9,pulse _or englne 4 could not be calculated due to
measurement falture; ho_ver, _utof[ el e_Ine _ appeals to

6 25.43_ 56.O79 -69_9 .15,321 have been normal,
5. The LOX depletion cutoff ou the outboard eng£.e_ preve._s a

24.281 53.53O -8106 ._7.870 comparison with _omiaal.

8 2_,547 5&,If8 ._839 .[?.282



5. 3 VEItlCLE PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORM- Inboard engine shutdown was normal on all four

ANCE engines. The outboard engine cutoff characteristic

was modified slightly by the LOX depletion cutoff
Overall propulsion system per[ormance, as re- (Figure 5-4).

fleetedinvehicle performance, was very satisfactory.

IECO occurred at 141.66 seconds range time and _"('_'_ _._._b_
_'[ 7 - [ i-- I .....

1ECO signal was initiated by the LOX tank 04 liquid

2O0

Engine position 3 feeds from LOX tank 04. Engine ,' l _ ....... .x.._'
positions 1, 2, and 3 had already entered the thrust _ , _ _ __ o

decay period when the cutoffsig_mlwas givenby engine 'l t '_

The engine starting sequencewas within expected :

values of predicted. Figure 5-3 shows the chamber

position number were 5, 7; 6, 8; 2, 4; and 1, 3 with a

programed 100 ms delay between pairs. _iqae maxi-
mum deviation in chamber pressure huildul_ of ap- _ __ [ I 0

proximately 40 ms occurred between engines 1 and 3. _.._. ,_ ¢.._
This deviation is within expected engine-to-engine

repeatahility limits. FIGU1Rt< 5-4. OUTIIOAI{D ENGINI.; ['ItI/UST DECAY

Chamber Pressure Chamber Pressure

(kg/cm 2) (psi)

50 [ 700

600

/ ( 1

30 _]-- -

!

r " 4-400

°/ ,I i
I

i 300

2O

/ i
; i , 200

I0

/ io I o
.8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

Time After/l/gnttton Co_n_and (see)

FIGURE 5-3. CHAMBER PRESSURE BUILDUP



Actual and predicted vchlc[c longitudinal thrust, There wer_ txvo approaches used tu evaluate the

total fio_ rate, mixture ratio, and specific impulse vehicle propulsion system performance. The first

are shown in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. method comparcd propulsion system inflight measure-

ments t() corresponding predicted information. The

•._, (_0_.1 _,, (,_ t_ vehicle t|ll'tlst curve was calculated from measured

propellast flow is defined as,total prolX_qlant expended
"_ _ _ ', l)y the vehicle to include engine flows, lube fuel flm_s,

Nii_..dc't_*,.,'.. _ and vented GOX, The engine flows are reconstructed

_¢ i [ I from flight parameters and discrete liquid level data' ' and arc considered more acem'ate thin1 the flows de-

4_ _ee

J flows are important for the rccogmtion of the flow
I transients. The vehicle specific impulse was deter-

[ [ , ,_
_ _ - " mined from vehicle thrust and total propellant flow

_._,. Tu....) described at_)ve. The second approach is through tilt'

flight simulation method, whie|l is a computer i)ro-

s_,_,,,_ _,.. ,..¢) gram with a differential correction preeedure used to

3_ I 1 T _ r r obt_'tin adjustments to the propulsion parameter inputswhichwill l)roduce atrajeetorvthat matchesthe actual

_ -- trajeetl)ry.

i The per_.'cnt deviation) from predicted, along with

"° t [ ' es imatodac u,ac,'limitationsoleach,,arametor
---" from ,x)th approaches is sho',,n in Table 5-III.

_o 6n s0 too 12a 1_0 160
ltJ_j Tt_ (¢*c)

TABLE 5-IIl. PROP['I.SION PI::RFOI{MANCE

DEV L_.T 1ONS
FIGUIH': 5-5. VEItlCIA': Tllltl.'ST AND SPECIFIC

1MPUI.SE Flight Propulsion Flight Simu[alilm
Percent Percent

ve_i¢le Kt, tur* It_¢_ {f_l/ll_ll

l Thrust -0. t5 , 1 -II 15 : 0 2:,

.. o._t_,,_,,._ Fotai Flow I,late -1.63 : 1 -1. 24 , tl. 25

a._ _peeifie Impulse +i.50 , 1 -l. lO : o. 25

_._ 'rim deviations sl_o_n in "Faille 5-I11 are computed

] by subtracting predicted from actual and dividing I)3'

' . : _, _ predicted. The largest deviation between the two ap-

='_ " _ l ' ' J preaches is only0.4pereent, _hich is _ell within cx-,° , ...... i J peeted,es , s romthet,,,meth, s
5.4 PRESSUIllZATION SYSTEMS

_o¢_ The fuel ta_N pressurization system operated

_oo_ satisfactorily during flight. Gaseous nitrogen, sup-

,0a0 "'l i_j-_l :" _:. _,0.c plied by48high pressure spheres, showeda pressare

of 205 kgjcm 2 (2920 psi gauge) at liftoff and decayedas expected _o approximately 77.3 kg/cm _ ( llO0 psi

, gauge) at OECO, During twotime intervals the sphere
' pressure showed slight increases. The first increase

0 _ occurred between 60 and 80 seconds. At 106 to 115

seconds, pressure again increased slightly. These

small increases in pressure resulted from heat t],-ans-

FIGURE 5-6. VEHICLE MIXTURE RATIO AND ferred through the sphere walls to the nitrogen at a

TOTA I. I"I,OW IIATI'; time in flight when little or no gas is being used from
15



the spheres. The spheres showed a rest pressure of pressure supplywas maintahledprior to launch at ap-

70 kK,/enl 2 (I000 psi _.uge) at 160 seconds, proximatelyOt0kg/em 2(2990psi gauge) for the ST-90

and 209 kg/cnl 2 (2!)70 psi gauge) ['or the ST-t24P,

which was within the red[inelimits of 220kg/em2 (3200

5.4.2 LOX TANK PRESSURIZATION psi g_log(:) max(retail and 1_,3 kg"ern 2 (2600 psi gauge)

minimum. The lo,_ pressure air to the air bearings

Initial pressurization of tile LOX tanks, which of the ST-90 decayed slightly Irom 2, 41 ks/era 2 ( 34.3

was the final function in the automatic sequence prior psi) at 32 seconds range time to 2. '37 ks/era _ (33.7

to ignition start timer, was provided I/y helium from psi) at 150 seeoacts. The low pressure supply te the

agroundsouree. Pressurization wasbegun at approx- ST-f24Prenmined constant at2.24 kg,'cm 2(31.spsi).
imatety T minus 115 seconds anti was stopped by tile

I,OX tank pressure switch at, T minus 39 seconds at a Specifications lot" the air 1x.aring inlet air tern-

pressure [)f4.25kg/em a(ao.4psi). The pressurizing perature stated that the teml)e_xtture must be main-

time el 76 seconds was 1 i seconds shorter than the tained at 25 -: 1 degree centigrade. Bh)ekhouse ree-

pressurizing time for Saturn SA-2. due primarily to ords shmvthat thistt,mpemture was maintained within

smaller initial volumes ca SA-3 eanse(] bv the in- specified lin)its. Blockhouse records sho_ a cycling

creased propelhmt loading, in the all" hearing inlet aft" temperature of appro×i-
mately 8.9 cycles per minute, which was the elteet ot

[.OX tas;k pressurization ti_rotLghout flight was as tile thermostatically controlled inlel air heater.
eXl)Cctecl. "File small ullage volumes associated _ ith
this flight caused some problem in accurately predie-

5.5 VEIIICLE DROPI'2LLA.NT UTI1AZATION
king the characteristics of the LOX tamk pressure

cuiwes. The prediction leehnique will be refined h)t'

Block lI vehicles, bttsed on results of this llight. C,ventll vehicle i/ropellant utilization (PU) for
tile flight of SA-3 _as oneol the most sign(titan( re-

The pressurization system is des(greed to main- suits el the test. An ewilualion of the PU, utilizing

lait'L a diffct'ential pre,_ssurc between lilt, center and varioustypes of fl ight data. indicates that 99.41)ereent

,)uthoard I,OXtanks. The differentialpresst,lrc is nee- of l)redicted total usable prol)ellant _as consumed

cssary to cause depletion of the center tank prior to during the flight. The high percentage of I)rol)ellant

dcpit!tion ol the co(board tanks to plvevcnt trapping of utilization resulted frolll the outl_)ard engines tyciag

usable I,OXin the center tank. The required differen- allowed to deplete the 1A)X tanks before cutoff by the

tie[ pressure is maintained by orifices h)cated in the "thrust ()K" pressure switch. Center I,OX tank de-

i)ressurizing interconnect lines. The pressure drop pletion (was hreak (t/rough) , which shotdd haw_ or-

across these orifices v,as approximately 0.09 kg/em 2 curred near [ECO, occurred af)proxbnately 0.7 see-

( 1.3 psi) hmer than predicted at IECO. ends alter IECO, due to a0.09 kg/cm 2 ( I. 3 psi) lower-
tilan-pl't!dieted dlffert,ntial prcssurt, between center

5.4.3 CONTIIOI, PRESSURE SYSTEM and outboard LOX tanks.

An evahmtion of vehicle propellant utilization in-The control pressure system operated as ex-

peeted throughout tile SA-3 flight, dicates that 2145 kg I4,72S lb) el I.OX and 3892kg
(__,581 lb) of fuel remained unheard the vehicle at the

end of outboard engine thrust decay. This compares

Blockhouse records showed the high-pressure- _ell _ilh the predicted residuals which were 1454 k S

supply-sphere pressure to be 195 ks/era 2 (2700 psi 12197 Ib) of I,OXand 2248 kg(4957 lb) of fuel. Of the

gauge) at [if(off. This pressure gradually decayed :_V,.02kg/g.5Si ]b) of fuel left nnboard, approximately

over flight to 144 kgjem 2 (2050 psi gauge) at 150 see- 900 kg (2000 lb) was loaded as extrn fuel, part of

ends. Regulated pressure was 54.5 ks/era 2 (775 psi) which is considered bias to ensure the burning of any

at liftoff anti gradually decayed to 53.6 ks/era 2 (762 extra LOX in the event it is usable and thereby as-
psi) at 150 seconds. This absolute pressure decay is suring LOX depletion. If the same cutoff timer had

expected with a gauge type regulator, been used on sa-a, as was used on SA-i and SA-2,

cutoff would have occurred 6 seconds alter IECO and

5.4.4 All{ BEARING SUPPLY the I,OX and fuel residuals w(mld have linen 4,765 kg

( 10,504 ib) and 344::_ kg (7,591 lb) respectively, show-

The purpose of the air bearing supply was to ing a substantial increase in perlermance for a deple-

provide clean gaseous nitrogen at a predetermined tion type cutoff.

flow. temperature, and pressure to the air bearings

of tile ST-90 and ST-124p stabilized platforms. In order to check overall vehicle prol×dlant utili-
zation, twelve liquid level probes were located in each

Blockhouse records show(hat theair bearing high tank to indicate discrete prolX_.llant levels during the
16



flight, tlowever, the most useful information obtained Data from the liquid level probes in the propellant

from the flight was the weight ol propellant osboard at tank maybe used to compare PU system performance.

the cnd_>f flight. Flow information duriegflight, based Fuel level probe data correlates well with the PU sys-

on the liquid level probes, has not been entirely satis- tern data. ltowever, I.OX level probe data indicated

factory, Various techniques are being investigated to that the PU system results do not correlate up to ap-
obtain reliable continuous flow information from the proximately 100 seconds. This difference in system

liquid level probe signals, results might tm attributed tc difficulty in determining

a valid LOX density, since the density error on the

A propellant utilization (PU} system was carried PlJ syst_.,m results would be greatest during the first

on the SA-3flight test>as on SA~I andSA-2, todeter- portion of flight, where the liquid column is highest.

mine system performance and reliability, and was not and would tend to diminish near the end of powered

a control feature of the Saturn first stage. Results flight, where the Ikluid column is lowest.

from the PU system indicate that the propellant con-

sumption rate was close to predicted. IECOwas ini- Overallpropcllantutilizationsystem performance

tiated by the level cutoff probe inLOXtank04at 141.66 was considered satisfactory ahhough some disagree-

seconds range time, or 1,32 seconds [ate)" thanpre- meat was prevalent fromtheLOXdiscrete level probe

dieted. The late cutoff )night be attributed to disper- data. Some PU system performance data also varies

sion in performance parameters such as variables in from predicted data; however, this may be attributed

engine ealibration, container pressures, propellant to performance dispersion.

loading and densities.
5.6 tIYDRz\ULIC SYSTEM

LOX container A.P transducer output indicated a

higher-than-predicted differential pressure through- The telemetered data from SA-3 flight indicated

out powered flight except during the time from ll0 to that the operation of all four hydz_aulic systems was

135 seconds, The fuel container AD transducer out- satisfactol_', All tempet,'ature, level, and pressure

putindieatedahigher-than-predicteddifferentialpres- measurements remained within acceptable operating

sure throughout powered flight. The AP ratio ealcu- limits.
lated from the LOX and fuel container AP data were

generally below predicted, particularly in the period 5.7 RETRO ROCKET PERFORMANCE

of 90 to 140 seconds, ttowever, this eorrel, ates with

the individual propellant level and AP data and may. Four solid propellant retro rockets were f[own on

the refore, be attributed to performance dispersion. Saturn SA-3 vehicle; these retro rockets were the only

Thruet(i000kg) Thruet (tO00liP)

(- [ _o

153.(} 153.5 154.0 154.5 155.0 155.5 156.0 156,5 157.0 157.5

Range Time (sec}

FIGL'RE 5-7. TYPICAL RETRO ROCKET CHAMBER TIIRUST

Lm,l,.%k i i_ i it_ I_1_21g.l_..._._ - . 17
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active part of the S-D'S-IV stage separation system urements (Section IV Paragraph 4.4). Measured

flight,testedonSA-3. The retrorockets were mounted and calculated rctro rocket performance parameters

90 degrees apart on the spider beam at the top of the are listed in Table a-IV, along _ith some predicted

S-I stage. Retro rocket thrust vectors were directed values.

through the S-I stage center of pressure, The rocket

motors were directed downward andeantedl2degrees During retro rocket operation, a vehicle roll

from the vehicle eenterline. Retro rocket locations ¢eloekwise viewed from the rear) of approximately
are shown in Figure 5-7. P.etro rocket firhlg corn- 4, 3 deg/s occurred, anti is attributed to an effective

mand t153.66 seconds t-ange time) was given as sehed- retro rocket m isalignment of approximately 0. :/ de-

uled, 12 seconds after IECO on SA-3. gree for each rocket, caused by twisting ol the spider
beam and/or misaligmment of the rockets to the vehicle

A typical retro rocket thrust curvc is shown in centerline. The ST-90 platform roll lhnit of 15 de-

Figure 5-7. Telemetered retro rocket chamber pres- grees was reached at 158.4 seconds range time. }{ctro

sure data indicated satisfactory retro rocket perform- rocket specilieations didnot require alignment topre-
anee and approximately equal performance levels for vent roll moments on the SA-3. The effective mis-

the four retro rockets. The performance of the retro alignment of retro rockets on SA-3 is not considered

rockets was within expected limits of the predicted, sig_lifieant becauseS-I/S-IVseparationwas notsched-

withtotalimpulse as calculated from measuredeham- uled. Proper atigmment of retro rockets on luture

bet pressures being about 1.7percent higher thanpre- Saturn vehicles scheduling S-I/s-rv stage separation

dieted, The performanee, as calculated from ehamber will be sigquficant in preventing possible S-I/S-[V
I)ressures, is substantiated by flight mechanical meas- stage interaction du ring separation.

TABI,E 5-IV. RETRO ROCKET PARAMETERS

Predicted* Actual

Retro Rocket I 2 3 4 Total

Duration (set) 2.15 2.105 2.065 2.080 2.070

Total Impulse (kg-sec) 33,800 34,630 34,100 3#,300 34,400 137,430
(Ib-sec) 74,500 76,350 75,200 75,700 75,900 303,150

Average Thrust (kg) 15,720 16,450 16,520 16,510 16,630 66,110

(Ib) 34,650 36,270 36,420 36,390 36,670 145,750

Nozzle OF } 1.628 1.628 1.628 1.628

Throat Area (m2_ 0.0103 0.0103 0.0103 0.0103
(Inz) 15.904 15.904 15.904 15.904

Maximum Pressure (kg/cm 2) ii0 108 108 108

(psi)** 1,560 1,530 1,533 1,530

Maximum Thrust (kg) 18,300 18,000 18,000 18,000

(Ib) 40,400 39,600 39,700 39,600

Average Pressure (kg/cm 2) 98 99 99 i00

(psi) 1,400 1,406 1,405 1,416 --

Firing Coam*and (sec 153.66 153.66 153.66 153.66 --

range time)

Time of Pressure Build-Up 153.66 153.66 153.66 153.66 --
(see range time)

* Propellant Temperature 15,5°C and Altitude of 76.2 km
*'* Excluding _nitiom Peak
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SECTION V1. MASS CHARACTERISTICS

6. i VEHICLE WEIGHTS 6. 2 VEHICLE CENTER OF GIL'\VITY AND

MOMENTS OF INERTIA

The total vehicle weight was approximately

500,137 kg (i,102,614 lb) at ignition command. Ap-

proximately 348,219 kg 1767,692 lb) of propellant was Longitudinal and radial center of gravity and pitch

consumed duringtheS-lpowered phase of flight (Fig- and roll moments of inertia are given in Table fi-ll

ure6-.1). Table 6-I indicate_ weights at various flight These parameters are also plotted versus t-ange time

events, in Figure 6-i.

I4augt_di_l _nter _d_ Grlvtty
Vell£ele Weight (lq_) {calibers from $tlibsl statt.Qu)

6 x 10 5 , 5.0

2 3.0

_-_
0 l t II 2.0

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 160 160
Range Time (see)

P£tch Inertia (ke.-m-lec 2) Roll. I_._rt£a (kK-m-sec 2)

I 24,Io_
End of --N

I

3 I 12

2 _ I 8

i

o II I' 0
0 20 40 60 80 I00 120 140 160

_e Tl.ne (eee'_

FIGURE 6-1 VEHICLE WEIGIIT, LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY AND MAss
MOMENTS OF [NEIRTLt_ VERSUS RANGE TIME

-- l.q
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q_qw_ltll l]tBbl • , .. _i_

TABI,I."6 I. sA-3 VEI[ICLE _,VEIGHTS

_'ENT IG_qITION INBOARD OUTBOARD END OF

CO_ FIRST _TION _NGINE CUTO/rF _CINE CUTOFF THRUST DECAY

Fred* T Flight Pred* Ffi_h_ Fred* Flight Fred* F!l_ht Fred* I Flight

_A_;CE TL_" (set) -3.57 -3.79 C. 10 0.10 1_0,53 ldl.66 14;.90 149.09 150.48 i 152.78

IWEIG_ (ks)
i i

Dry Vehicle 1/,3,488 143)598 143,488 143,598 [.'_3,488 43,598 143 488 i _L3. 5_8_

LOX 245,815 244,851 240.505 239.413 8,034 8,295*-* ['?10 _'35_._ -* E43 '''oF
_43,598

107,771 [08 675 i 5,703 7,364 _'* 71617 i 4 266"* [,&30 i 2,t45"_Fuel 109)788 110,750 ' "

Gas tn I/}X Container 116 113 L27 L25 j 1,407 1,'.03 ,_59 ! _'456 ?,208 ; 3,892"k

I 1,461 1,458
344 344 [ 344 346 3,14 I_ ' 3_4 344 344GN 2 3/.4 I 344

• 27 I 27[ 27 ..... 7 I _7 ?7 27...._dr_ul_oil _,7 27 ____ _ .... il . ? "i __
2_TAL 499)578 499,683 492.262 I 492,L82 18q,003 lbO,931 I4'1 645 ! 152,[VE6 _,',q)CI8 i !51/.64

I !

Dry Vehicle 316,338 3!6,580 316,33gi 316,880 316,338 ] 3t6,58G it6.)38 i 316.580 )16.338 i 3!b,580
LOX 541,930 839)8W* 530.224 523,815 i.',713 18)287_ 3)_71 5)191 *'_ 3,197 l e_,7262_'*
Fuel 242)e.12 244,162 237)594 I 239,337 12,532 lb,nl5_ b,770 L.;[_** 4.957 8,581"*

s I:_ LOX Contalnel 255 250 281 i 276 3)102 3)09h 3,216 3)210 2,220 I 215
2 758 ] 758 758 I758 758 758 I 758 108 758 758 7'_8

TOTAL'HVdraulI _. Oil _i_,10_3' 383|601 _, I01 )6_I_6C 0_56bO'L:_ 08_' •_6.766_ 6f_ l 60 60'r 335,703' 6C 60 _ 60/1 8805.8  8,30
NOTES: _Pre,!icted Moss Characteristics are those

I. Flight dry _[ght Lntludes 87,329 kg (1_2,520 !b) water ballast. Reported in M-P&VE-ES-_!.6] _n$
2. Predicted dry weight includes 87.41"+ kg (19f,716 lb) water ballast. N-PAVE-ES-l!I-62.
3. COX vented accounted for.

_, ge Gig"2 vented from fuel contai_rs. *_De:ecmlned from Dlsere_e Level Probe Oata

5. Ice aectcmulatfon (Approx. 453.6 kg (1,O00 lb) at Liftoff) not included.

6. Ignition g_tght does not include jacket preflll.

7. Predicted propellant _lghts based on fuel density t)f g08.[ k_/m 3 (50._5 Ib_ft 3)
Flight propellant _ights based on fuel density o_ 806.6 kg/m J (50.356 lb/ft3)

8, Fuel _onsumed includes 0,83 kg/sec (0.50 Ib/sec) luhe fuel flow per engine.

TABLE G-II. %LASSCILARACTERISTICSCOMI_ARISON

RANGE L_b!GITUDINAL RADIAL PITCH M_ ROLL F_

,TD(Ed.eccn WEIORT C.G. (X-gta) C.G. OF INERTIA OF INERTIA
Dev Inches Dev Inches bey gg=M.S 2 Z bey Kg-H-$ 2 [ Z De_

[ ';°:2 0.008 'Prod* N/A 143,_88 O.I 6 9 29.81,3 0.3

316,338 II 0,2 [ ODry Vehicle ]

Flight N/A 143,598 27 q2 0,005 2,5_5,148[ 29,897

316 580 684,6
500)032 0.0 I7.39 0.01 0.003 0 5,590)293

Fred*-3.s; i,io2_81__ i 0.o _,3_o o._

Ignition 0.3 O.l 0

.----- 0.00_ _.5g_,896i )_,t_$
Command I Flight -3.79 I)102,61 684.3 0.1 a

......,0 .,,Ioo,ooo,)o.,..,o°,,.,,°o,First 1 086 255 _ 682.9 0._ O.1 O

' '_ -L
492,635 17_.3_ 0.003 5,581 ,354 181 ,696 --Mot lOB Flight 0.10

L)086,076 682.5 0.1 i

Fred* 140.33 159,0 1.2 25._6 0.23 0.0lO 0.005 3.262,713 2.O 38,175 I 2.3
Inboard 350 543; 1018.3 9.3 0.4 0.2

Eng£ne 160) 932 20,63 O.005 3,329 ) 59_
Cutoff Flight i41.66 i 39)052 i35_) 794 1009.O i 0,2

• i169,646 1.6 27,081 0.33 0.010 0.005 2.875,3581 3.4 13,tg6 3.9
Outboard Pred* L47.90 329,913 1066.2 i3 0 ! 0.4 0.2 iEngine -----

Cutoft Fl Lght 149. 09 152,0_5 26.75 0.005 2.972,326 34 ,_ 8_--
335,203 1053.2 0.2

End of P_ed* [50.48 149)019 1.6 27,17 0.34 0.008 0.003, 2,846,60: 3.5 32.871 i 4._
Thrust L__ 328)530 I069,? 13.4 0.3 0. I l

Betsy / Flight 152.78 181,464 26.83 _.-055- " 2-.94_2-81 _&_----333,922 IO56.3 0.2 ]

#Predicted Mass Characteristics are thoee reproted in M-P&V_-ES-91-b2 _nd in M-F&%rE.ES-ilI.62.

NOTES; Predicted dry _[ght tncludes 87)414 kg (192)716 ib) of wecer.
Flight dry _igbt includes 87,329 kg (192,52g ih) of water.

_VU_RI IIL_lh_l_ | ln_



SECTION VII. CON'!'IlOL

7.1 SUMMARY "I'ABI,E 7-I. MAXIMUM PITCtl PI,ANE C{)NTROI.

PARAMETERS

The control system for the Saturnvehiele SA-:{
Parameter Magmit ude Range 'Fire __

was essent ially the same as that used on SA- t and SA-2.

However, the control gains (a e and be) _'ere changed ¢scc}

because of the increased propellant loading inorder to Attitude l. ,";(dog) ss. 5
maintain the same correlation with the vehicle mass Angle-of-Attack

as on SA-1 and SA-2. _'Free-stream) -6. s((leg) I t 5.0

Angular Velocity -t. 01deg,s} I 101. 4
Thetilt program lor theST-!i0 platform was gen- Normal Acceleration -I llm/s 2) ! b_3, 3

crated bya synchronous m()tor driven cam as onSA-2. Actuator Position -2. ,q,fdeg) 83. :/
Transieutswhichappeared inthepitch actuator deflec-

tions on sa-9, due tea periodic resistance encountered

by the cam gene_v_ting _he tiP. prt_g_vnn did not occur Pitch attilude deviations were essentially zero

on SA-3. prior to 50 seconds and after 115 seconds tFigurc

7-1). Vehicle tilting _sas initiated by the S'r-9t) tilt

Engine deJ'leetions, attitude angles, and angles- cam _ similar to the one used on SA-2) at 1(I. aa sce-

of-attack were less than those ol)sereed on SA-1 and ends. The tilting programiFigstre 7-2) was Imsed on

SA-2 flights primarily due to the trajectory shape, eight engines operating prior to 20 seconds :tad seven

The greatest wind speeds occurred in the pitch plane engines operating for the remainder of the flight in

direction and were ncariythe same as experienced on order to minimize control requirements in the event

SA- 2. of an engine failure. Accordingto meastn'cments ll/[Ide

o/ the ST-90 cam by LVOD, the actual tilt program

TheStatham control aeeelerometers, a'hieh were cut on the cam started differi_g from the requested

flownfor operational study purposes for the first time lilt, beginning arotmd 90 seconds. Final tilt arrest

onSA-3, indieated that they should he satisfaetory for occurred at 132.0:_ seconds, x_ith the vehicle tilted

"closed loop" operation. 8tatham aecelorometers will 44.2g degrees from the launch vertical.

he in "closed loop" operation on 8A-4. The control

rategyropaekage alsoperformcd properly. The usual ,,'"[:'"":' .......... 7 .......... i .i _ "

vibratiOnproperelfectswere present, althoughnotD,ro detrimen-was :/_] :2 7>--7 " ' : : g : :
tal with filtering il the ,'ate package [__
used as an active control sensor in its present location.

Angle-of-attack measuring systems performed 'i _- i : _ -

satisfactorily. An"upwash effect" was noticed at sub- , . ' ",,::,,,,_._._,'--Z"'_,l4 - ' " -
sonic speeds on the Q-ball angle-of-attack sensor. ,, _ ..........
With this properly taken into account, the Q-ball could _ ...........

have been used for control up to 100-1t0 seconds of ['.Ti."'": ........... i.............. '_'., -
flight. _ + .........

The operations of the hydraulic actuators and the .._ _' _ : .: , -_ . !. .
control computer were satisfactory. .,., .............. _..........

Theattitudemeasurementsfrom theST-124Ppas- FIGURE 7-1. PITCH ATTITUDE, ANGULAR VE-
senger platform were satisfactory except for some LOCITY AND AVERAGE ACTUATOR

differences which are explained by the fact that the POSITION
ST-124Pwasnotaligned accurately in azimuth and the

resolver chain was not "trimmed" as will be done for The cam device provided continuous tilting from
SA-4. the time of initiation at t0.33seconds, until tilt arrest

at 132.03 seconds, with the Lilt rate varying between
zero and a maximum of 0.6 deg/s at 85seconds. Pert-

7.2 S-I CONTROL ANA LYSL_;
odic transients, which occurred in the aetuatm- posi-
tion of SA-2 due to the earn device, did not occur on

7.2. 1 PITCH PLANE SA-a.
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7 " _ Shown in Figure 7-3 is a compLlrison of the pitch

i __ component winds as u function of time from three

i i . sources: rawinsonde, rocketsonde, and angle-of-

,,_ ,. , I . I attack winds. The angle-of-attack winds fsolid line)

i ........ _'_, [ were determined from atLitude and angle-of-attack
i • i measurements made onboard the vehicle which were

.......... I "..................... 114 ] combined with tt_ajectory angles and velocity europe-

: _ _ ,} ._ :,_';_ =: - _ Science meters} were used for this calculation after

.... i _o,:.:_..,_ _ _ j : applying the appropriate correction for the upwash
factor. Rawinsonde winds were obtained up to an al-

FIGUt/E 7-2. TILT PI_()GI:_AM AND PITCH VE- titude of 33, 3 km( i i4.3 seconds vehicle range time).

I,OCITY VF.CTOR AN(ILE Rocketsonde winds are shown as solid points in Fig-
ure 7-3. The angle-of-attack winds are considered

The maximum actuaL.or deflection of minus 2. _ questionable after 117 seconds.

degrees occurl'ed at 83, 3 seconds (Figure 7-1) as u

result of a wind gradient of 0, 023/s acting over an

altitude increment of 390 m. This gust had a veloei W The maximum pitch plane _ ind component as

increment of 9.0 m/s as determined from the angle- measured byrawins_mdcduringthemaximum dynamic

o[-atklckwinds compared to 8.7m/s from ruwinsonde pressure region was 30.9 m/sat 83.1 seconds (13.9

measurenlents. The wind component variation with kin). The free-stream angle-of-attack at this time

altitude for the pitch plane was vet>'similar to previ- was minus 4. I degrees. Approximately 51 percent ot

ous."k_turn flights in both magnitude and direction (tail this angle-of-attack can be attributed to the winds.

wind). Angles-of-attack and engine deflections were The remaining portion is attributed to the fact that the

lt_wer, however, due to the different trajectory flown tiltprogramisbasedonscven enginesopcrating(luring

by SA-3 and changed control gains, this flight period.

Wind VeLocity, RX, (Positive from the Rear) (m/i)

{ ock tsond W
_0

' ° L..L::3,
i .- ,,,i..... 1 =--

o II I - I '"I '_1 I / " II'li_ilii_llr -----
lo 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 0 !0_-- 1 0 120-10 _ ...... _ "__

Range Time (see} [

6 Pree-Streau_ Angle of Attack, Pitch (dell)

[
Fro_ LOcals (FIT-3O, P19-30)

o 111ii,i ,,- /_ , ___ __ i
rq_ 10 _0 l #'- _ /50 60 I0 . . _0 90 100 110 130 --

tfl [k f _o _, ___ Ij.' _...'.7"<._"x_

• ilia.. <_"'_'---Q,:I, <,,,'_-_o> I I l I IJi-.-b--+'
._ li!! d _-_;' I i I ---4 I I IV/'-. " I ': i. Calculated Using Rocketsonde Winds >-,o : ! ' I I I , i , -Vk.{o

* lele_cetery CI/ibratlons Range Time (see)

FIGURE 7-3. PITCH PI,ANE WIND COMPONENTS AND FREE-STREAM ANGLE-OF- ATTACK
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Figure 7-4 shows an estimate of the pitch angle _ '........ '"°" _".*""'*_k{d*,s)
li,

design criteria with eight engines operating on a seven \ /

engine tilt program for a flight time of 70 seconds. _ _;_.**'The gains used for establishing the design criteria _' i_v,, `'........

were from the Drift Minimum Principle for the full .........0_A,,,_*..-_'_'--J- _'_° ....propellant loading. The response, due to the 2a * _"**"¢'""
steady-state winds, has been increased by 25 percent ........ '°*"_"

to account for gusts. Variations in aerodynamie pa- ' , ........ 'i _'_'_
rameters have been accounted for by increasing the • [

nominal response 11 percent. ° , _' _0 __,.,..,.._ ,o0

The solid lines in Figure 7-4 represent the design t • .b ,.,_.,.. _._-¢,,_ ,_.°,_,. ,._,.

¢ 14.@1 _tl.e_l_ i,,*.4

criteria as a function of time, and the points are the • - _'_:_': *'"** ¢'" ....observed values from the SA-3 flight. Shown to the 1 / \
right of the angLe-of-attack are two bar graphs which /are estimates of the budgeting for thevarious factors.
The facto rs cons ide red we re: _._ v,=,,,....

1. Sevenenginetiltprogram __/" &_

2. Effect of control gains being different from

drift minimum gains

3. 2a steady-sLate winds

4. Wind gusts

5. Stability ratio (C_/B °) variations
o

]'he actual flight values are approximately 36 per-

cent of the design values at 70 seconds, which is near

the maximum dynamic pressure region. The wtndve- FIGURE 7-4. PITCH ANGLE DESIGN CRITERIA

locity at 70 seconds was 20.1 m/s. All parameters (8 ENGINES OPERATING WITH 7
were well below the design condition. ENGINE TILE PROGRAM

yav Attttud. (H2-1_) (dq) Izr.0 _co

_..6-ula_ Y,tocit% T4v 11t3-t_)(44|/|)

A_ra|e Tar Aeg_tor ?o_gto_ (O2-l, G2-2, G2-3, GI*41 (dq)

0 "-'

-;:,.2111I I I | 'it,"! __1 ti
,1 Ra_e Time _c)

Tck._tr_ C_l Lbr_t

FIGURE 7-5. YAW ATTITUDE, ANGULAIt VELOCITY AND AVERAGE ACTUATOR

POSITION 23



7.2.2 YAW PLANE

vet.y light ihr(mghout the Hight. The maximum yaw

TABLE 7-II. MAXIMUM YA\ _, PLANE CONTROL plane wind component was 13.2 m.sIIrom the left) at

PAf{AMETERS an altitude ol rE. 4 knl ( _{iI}.I}l seeor, ds). As in the pitch

plane, good agl'eel_lent existed I)etween the angle-of-

Parameter Mag'nltude Range Timt attaek winds _snlid lines) and the rawinsonde winds

Isee) tdashed lines), l{ockctsonde wmdsqsolid poirlLs) _ere

also in good agreement _ith both angle-of-attack and
Attitude -(I. 4i deg) _0.6

rawinsonde winds. The dynamic pressure at the point
Angh,-ol-attaek

where theanglc-of-attackwinds appeared to be unroll+

i F£_.K_-st£eLInl) 1. 31deg) 79+ 5 able ( 122 seconds) was 0,096 kg/em a.
A ngula t+Veloe it'," -0. tit dog' s 104.5

Nnrmal Acceleration 0. Sfm. J) 77.9 7.2.3 R()l+l, PI,.\NE
Actuator Position -l.7((leg) |03.7

TABI,E 7-[If. MAX[MUM t{()LI, PI,ANE CC}NTROI,

I}A R A M E'FI': R S
Small yaw deviations were obseF./ed throughout

the po_et'ed flight /Figure 7-5). Essentially aI[ oi

these dt!vhltions _el'e the results of winds. Compar- Parnmeter Magl+Jtudc Range Time

atively ial'ge :_t tuatof lnoveillents oeeurredaround 100 (see)

seconds. The largest actuator defleetitm was minas Attitude I}. 7(deg) 142. 1

1. 7 degr_,es at 103.7 seconds as a Fcsult ol a _in<l Angular Veloeit_ -+L +i(deg'sl 143. 0

gradient ¢)t (I. t)2, s t)ver an altitude inerenle, nt of 670 Elieelive l,:nginc

m. This _ind gust had a velocity increment of 13.5 Deflection -0. l_(teg'_ _(_.l/

mr S as determined [ l'Onl angle-of-at, tack winds cotI'm_

pared to 12.4 lrom rawinsondc winds. I1oll altitude ol lh(! vehicle was maintained by dif-

ferentially dellecting tne oulho:|i'd contr,>l engines in

Ya_ plane t_ind cOlnl)oncnts ( FigLtl'e 7-6) \_,Ol+e })oth pitch and 3'a_A •

Wind Velocity, WZ, (Positive [ro,r the left) (m?'ll) [ [

-- .... " &-I J

++°,++,+ + + ,

"JO _--5 Kange "['inr,e (see/ [ I L20



The roll attitude and average roll aeLualor l/osi- from that of time first two vehicles. Itowever, if tile.

tions are simwn in Figure 7-7, The roll el SA-a ex- rollattitudes for tile three flights are ph_tt(,d togethcr

hibited ,shot is n'ow obvicmsl 3 a eharaeleristk+ pattern +is a function ol .'t,lacl+ number ¢f.'ig,twt, 7-s) : l]_e trend
fortheSatllrnvehiole+ The ohserved r,)ll ultit/Idc rep- is alraost [detllical and indicates a close t'<il't'c]alilln.

I'escnts an equilibrium between some unknown "dis- The increase in roll ( in the CW direcli_m) after Math

turbance" mnmentandthecontroltorquecorrcsponding 1.5 c:tn he correlated _ith the lol'lgiltldina[ at,celt, l'a-

to the average engine deflections in the toll direction don. The variatir,ns in roll between fit) and 9tlseeolldS

shewn in Figure 7-7• The disturbing Inolnents ill r(ili {prior tt) Maeh I. 5) aft> most elosel5 correlated I_itll
in tile cutoff period are compared [or :ill three ILights black nan/ller, indicating a possible acFt)dynamie el-
in TaMe 7-IV feet.

The roll after iMach 1 . 5 alapca t>.b [o bt, m/sFe likely

au inertial effect. This is also very al)l)arent in lht >

_ _ ' _ i ...... T" --tl_ij*'_ level changes ill the roll bias after _.'ach cutoif. One[! • " '_ ' possiblt _ explanation of lhis is that the basw lrcnd lo

•-- i tl_ :i;:; ,.oil,,,the<l.-ect,onma,,,,<ass,, -iated,,,illas<,,t-
' ! • i ness intlle s(q%'Dsystenl andstrllcttlI'e associatedv, itll

the aotuall)rs. Flit, eelltOl" (if _l':lvity of tilt > esgines

are offset in the pi-ol)t,l" dil'cetion stleil that. coupled
with the soitne_s and the incrtinl Io:td. it could Catl_t'

all angulal' mis:llignnlc_nt el tile thl'ust reelers. The
.... ,........... ,......... -....... : ...... ,,,,.. actuator loads, as nleaSul'ed l) 5 tht, ueltlator (]ilft.l'ell-

' -' i ! .. . tial pressures are consist/>nt with this hyl)l)tllesis.
t , "i.....

I ' " ,i _ , _._._ <'- _ tional ix!l'fl_l'l))mice of Ill(, vehic]t', bul analysis, _ ill IJc

• ' ...... _......... ])ill'stied [UFthel" ll'om a genel'al iiltt'l'est vie_,tpoint,

7.2.4 AT'FITUDE AND CONTI1OL ..\F'FElt Ct'TOFF
FIGUIIE 7-7 lt()l,L ATTITUDE AND AVEIIAGI c AC-

TUATOIt POSITIONS "Pile cutoif of tile oatl3oal'd engines at 149.09
seconds excited tilt, vehicle first bending Illtldo In licit/

pitch and yaw at a eoupled irequeney el 9.6to 2. ? eps,
TABI,E 7-fV. llOLl. MOMI';NT

l'he damping of the bending in yaw was approximalely

Vehicle Prior to IECO Prior to eEOc 2percent ofcriticaldamping. Bendingin pitch initially
damped until 151 seconds, after which tile amplitude

fks-m) I ks-m) remained alalost eonstunt tint il ignition of tile retro

SA-3 1553 928 rockets at 153.1;B seconds. After tills, dan_pieg/_:ls

SA-2 2140 713 essentially nornlal in hoth planes.
SA- 1 14!t0 672

As the engine thrust decays, the [irsl I×mdiag

SA-I aad SA-2 followed lho same trajectory and mode coupled root approaches the unstable region. A

had similar characteristic roll angle time histories, root locus analysis indicated that at zero thl•ust the

sa-a flew a different trajectory, and the time history mode in Ditch would he slightly unstable, _hich is in

of the rollangle forSA-awas atsosomewhat different agreement with the flight. There is a diflereneebe-

twecn pitch and yaw mounting constraints of the instru-

ment canister containing the platform, such that the

.... ,., control fecdl_ek gain in yaw was tl. 5 to 0. B that in
piteh. At zero thrust, this would give an increasing

......... ,..., damping effect• However, this t)y itself would not
.... _ explain the damping observed ill ya_. There must be

_____ other effects. Some possibilities might be a differ-

'___: " enee in structural damping in yaw, increased pimse
., tag of the sem'o system at small amplitudes, and other

,.,, _.._ ', possible non-linearities in the complete system.

FIGURE 7-8. COMPARISON OF 1101,I, ANGIJ'] Since the effect of the thrust vector angularity el

DEVIATIONS FOR SA-I> SA-2 AND the engines during thrust decay is of intercst ill fulure

SA-2 design, values have been obtained for all three Saturn
25



vehicle flights. The largest thrust vector angularity
during any portion of the decay period that has been

Attltud* ROll (_-15) (a*ll)
considered occurred on SA-I, and was 0.38 degree 16

during the 10percent to 0 percent thrust decay t)eriod. /

The values obtained for the SA-3 flight are listed in /,r:2
Table 7-V. All values are well within the design an- u

gularity of one degree allowed for in the S-IV stage s,_,,t,

separation design. A large degree of uncertainty ,2d/

(estimated to be 0.75 degree) exists {Table 7-V)

in the measurements due to the small deviations being ol
analyzed. /

,.-_7

TABLE 7-V, THRUST VECTOR ANGULARITY ;J _ _6 _,. _ t,

DURING CUTOFF DECAY

I_r_e Time Is_]

_l_lar Vel_tty _11 (Tt4-t_) (d41/i)

Averaging Period Pitch (deg) Yaw (deg)

100 to l0 Percent Thrust 0, 21 0.08 _ _ ..-..-:_-=..._@...'2___

/ _/
10 to 0 Percent Thrust 0.08 0. f4

100 to 0 Percent Thrust 0.12 0.08 /

/Retro rockets were flown for the first time on

SA-3 to test their functional performance prior to their

use for separating the SI-SIV stages on Block II re-

hicles. Close aligmrnent tolerances for the retros

were waived for this flight and measured alignment is J_v'- x/ tl

questionable. However, there is a possibility that the'

LOX stud became a load path at retro ignition, and

since the LOX studs are 3.8 inches off of the spider a._, T,_,*._._

beam eenterline, an effective misalignment would re-

sult from twisting of the spider beam outside of the FIGURE 7-9, ROLL DURING RETRO ROCKET
cross beam network. The results would be in the FI]tING
same direction as that observed from telemetered

data.
7, 3. I CONTROL SENSORS

At the time of retro rocket ignition (153.66 sec- 7.3.1.1 CONTROLACCELEROMETERS

onds) a sharp roll deviation began. At the end of retro

rocket burning ( 155.73 seconds), the roll angular re- Two Statham control aeeelerometers I pitch

lncity had increased to 4.3 deg/s (Figure 7-9). To and yaw) were flown for operational study purposes
obtain this roll rate, an average misalignment of all for the first time onSA-3. The telemetered aecelera-

four retro rockets of 0. 285 degree perpendicular to tions (Figure 7-lO)show proper operation of the equip-

the cant angle planes was required, If there were any ment during flight. These would have been acceptable

m isaliguments of the retro rockets in the pitch or yaw for"closed loop" opo rat ion in the flight control system.

planes, they were small and could not be determined. Acomparison made betweenthe telemetered aceelera-

The roll attitude angle measured on the ST-90 stabi- tion and thatealeulated from independent flight meas-

lized platform reached its mechanical stop of 15 de- urements gives satisfactory agreement, less than 0.2

grees at 158.5 seconds. This forced the ST-90 out of m/s 2, which is within the error limits of the reduced

reference in yaw and no usable vehicle attitude infor- data used in the comparison. A considerable amount

mation was obtained after this event. Figure 7-9 of high frequency (approximately 10 to 15 eps) oscil-
shows the simulation (dashed line) of this event using lations appear onthe measurements, but theyare less

the telemetered retro rocketchamberpressures, with thanwereexporieneed from the Edeliffaeeelerometers
a misalignment of each retro rocket in the same di- flown in the same location on SA-1 and SA-2. Statham

rection in the roll plane of 0. 285 degrees, type control aecelerometers will be flown in "closed

loop" control on SA-4, in place of the local angle-of-
T. 3 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS attack transducers.
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FIGURE 7-10. PITCH AND YAW CONTROI, AC- From the comparison ofthe calculated angles-of-
CELERATIONS attack from rawinsonde (square points) and rocket-

sonde wind data _solidpoints) and the angles-of-attack

7.3, 1.2 RATE GYROS from the local meters, it can be concluded that these

meters functioned properly when the dynamic pressure

Rate gyro packages were located in both the was greaterthan0.026kg/em 2. Information from these

instrument canister ta 3-axis Minneapolis Honeywell meters is probably unreliable after this time. I'he

control package) and in the tail of the S-Istage (a 2- pitch meter reached its measuring limit of 10degrees
axis Kearfott"measuring" package for pitch and yaw). at 117 seconds.

A 3-axis large measuring range (4 t00 deg/s} rate

gyro package was also onboard for vehicle failure Shown in Figures 7-3 and 7-6, as dashed lines,

analysis if required. All of the instruments operated are the direct measurements of angle-of-attack from

properly. Some vibration effects were evident in the • the Q-ball indicator. Good agreement is obtained be-

two sets (i£ low range rate gyros, which were on con- tween the Q-ball angle-of-attack and the anglo-of-

tinuous telemetry channels, but were not detrimental _" attack from the locals after approximately 65 seconds

to the basic information. With proper filtering, the (Machl) and uptoi05seconds. At speeds below Math

"control"package could beemployedasan active con- 1 there is probably an upwash effect influencing the

trol sensor in the control loop. measurement of angle-of-attack from the Q-ball.

The angle-of-attack was also calculated from the

telemetered individual differential pressures and dy-

namic pressure correction factor as measured by the

7.3. t.3 ANGLE-OF-ATTACK METERS Q-ball. These are shown as circled points in Figures
7-3and7-6. The agreement with the direct measure-

Four active control local angle-of-attack merit of angle-of-attack from the Q-ball in the pitch

meters fU.S. Science) were used on SA-3. AQ-ball plane is quite goodupto65seeonds, where a deviation

angle-of-attack device, similar to the one used on of about 0.25 degree starts, andwl_ich continues for
essentially the remainder of the time, The yaw plane

SA-2, was used for measuring purposes, agrees very well with the direct measurement of angle-

The U.S. Science meters were mounted radially of-attack from the Q-ball prior to 105 seconds. At

90degrees apartinthe payload body surface at station this time, an increasing deviation between the direct

184i. Two of these meters measure inthe pitch plane measurement from theQ-balland thecalculatedangle-

and two intheyaw plane. The average of the two pitch of-attack from the differential pressure starts. The

measurements and the two yaw measurements are latter follows essentially the angle-of-attack from the

shown in Figure7-11. Since these meters are located locals and the winds.

on the body, they are influenced by the body upwash.

Free-stream angles-of-attack, resulting from eor- The deviations prior to 105 seconds may possibly

reeling the local meters for upwash, are presented in be attributedtotelemetryinaccuracies. Basedonthese

Figures 7-3 and 7-6. comparisons, the use of the Q-ball angle-of-attack
27
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of the contrulengif_es. When the engines are swiveled 0.3 percent) impedance mismatch error has been'
ill rcsponse to COl'ltrol t.(inllnands ;tt tile first nlod( _ inado.

I)ending frequency and at a zero thrust condition, tile

inertia efleet of the cllgines tends to deerells(, the Arclr_a¢ t1¢¢_ cT-_'0 _;In_* atctcua. _l(c_, sr-12e. _all)_

bending mc_(le stal)ilil 5 (us discussed in Set:Lion VII _ _---_t,,;, d_t*,_e, .... _t** f., U_*.*_

Para_.raph 7. 2. 4). This swiveling requires pewter to / .t..*,_h ,. rt,t24_ ..*,,I.. ¢_,,t.

nlovc the aetLlators. I.'igtlre 7_i-t shl)_,vs repl'esentative v_ _._-_/_,(_j.,_;_(.I :_tt!o\.ii _..... _'J 1
_ip,.-;I _'_ ! ,f .- _. .

eur'vos It)l" one typical co, fine hydraulic supply aftur _1; ]
()ECCJ. This indicates that coml)h,te depiction of hy- _/]rx._.._ ^ I
draulh, pressure occurred at t5.%5seconds, Between "" "_'14 _/1fi-_ _A/_ ,_
OECO and this time. ioJ" the conlrol system used on 'VV

ii:m_,, T, _:,,_ei i
SA-3, enerb.%" could be fed illlo a bcnding oscillation, -2

_eal_rt_ fr_ Lsuac_ _p_ce-et_ _ertlcat
dec leas ing t he stabil it:.. ,, tltud, Y_ S't-90 Hlnu2 ^ttltu_e Y_ ST-L__. ,
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FIGUI_E 7-15. A'FTITUI)I.: I}IFFI':III':NCI,:S I}I£-
I.'I(;UIIE 7-14. HYI)ItAUI.IC SOURCE IHII.:SSURI£ TWI-'FN S'I'-91) AND srI'--I24P

AND I,EVEL TO substantiate the mismatch assumption, thp

platform forSA-4was tested and found to havc tl Sim-

7. 3.'t ST-I24P 8TAt3II.IZED PLATFOItM, ilar error buildup as the tih program _as run in. The

ATTITUDES error for a tilt angle of 44 degrees amounted to 1.75

degrees. This will be reduced to less than 0.25de-

The ST-124P stabilized platform Q)rototype gt'ee by balancing out lhe major portion _f the rots-
model} was flown as a passenger on SA-3. The ST- match before the platform is fh)wn.
124Pis planned for use on the operational vehicles and
will be flown in"elosed loop" on Block 1I vehicles be-

ginning with SA-7. 7.4 PROPELLANT SLOSHING

A comparison of ti_e attitude measurements from The same baffle configurations were used in the

the two platforms ! ST-90 and S'F-I24P) shows some outer propellant tanks as used onSA-2, These baffles

difference in all three axes rFigure 7-15). The sys- again proved effective in keeping sloshJ.ng amplitudes

tematic deviation, shown between the yaw and roll at- at low levels, tfowever, some oscillations at the

t,itude measurements h'om thetwoplatforms is dueto sloshing frequency were noted in the engine positions.

the misaligmment of the ST-I24P l)latform azimuth Apeak amplitude of =0.2degree occurred in tile pitch

reacting, through the vehicle tilting, as mentioned in actuator positimts at t45 seconds, being damped out

Section VIII Paragraph 8. ;L 3. The additional small by OECO.
differences are felt to be due to excess backlash in the

serve gear trains in the ST-I24P and telemet_T and Sloshing in three of tile nine prol)ellant tanks _as

data reduction errors. The much larger systematic measured by means of differential pressure measure-

difference I)etween the pitch attitude angles is due to ments. Slosh measurements were made ill the center
animpedaneemismateh intheST-t24Presolver chain. LOX tank, LOX tank 04 and fuel tank F2. Measure-

This pitch angular error fq_e) is a function of the ira- ments D6-OC tin center LOX tank) andD6-04 CLOX

pedanee mismatch and the sine of twice the resolved tank 04) were telemetered on continuous telemetry

angle ti.e. (Pc - M sin 2_:). X is thetJlt angle of the channels•

ST i24Pouter pitchresolver. The dashed line in Fig-

ure 7-15 shows the remaining difference in the pitch ALl of the measurements al)parently functioned

angles after a correction for a 1.3 _)- lapproximateiy properly during most of the flight except during the
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first few seconds, which is characteristic. The first the best results tobe obtainedat this time. Presentl3,

apparentlyvalid information was obtained at the times ground tests of this slosh differential pressure incus-

indicated in the table below, Comparable times for uring system are being analyzed to verify the, conver-

SA-2 are also shown, sion procedures being used or to develop more exa( t
methods.

Start Times of Valid Slosh Measurements The largest amplitudes of sloshing occurred

SA-3 SA-2 around the time of maximum dynamic pressure (80

seconds). Table 7-VI compares the peak sloshing

D4-F2 0 sec amplitudes observed on SA-3 with those ol SA-_
D5-F2 0 3 sec

D6-04 8 20
TABLI'; 7-VI. PEAK SLOSHING AMPLITUDES

D7-04 29 18

D6-OC 0 15 Peak-to - Peak

D7-OC 18 14 Amplitudes ( err0_
Tank Plane Meas. No, SA-3 SA-2

Thc telemetered sloshing differential pressures Fuel 2 Pitch D4-F2 15

must bemultiplied bya conversion faetorto obtain the Fuel 2 Yaw D5-F2 8 t3

sloshing height in centimeters. This factor is a func- LOX 4 Pitch I)6-04 24 l0

tion of many par:lmeters, including tbe liquid level in _O.X 4 Yaw D7-04 20. l t

the tank, longitudinal acceleration, propellant damp- Center LOX Pitch D6-OC 10 ll

tag, and frequeneyofoscillations. The converted pro- Center LOX Yaw D7-OC 10 10

pellam slosh heights for the center LOX tank are

shown m Figure 7-16. The best information was ob- The most noticeable sloshingncarthe endof pow-

rained by measurement D6-OCwhieh was telemetered ered flight was detectedon measurementD6-OC in the

on the continuous channel. The rcsults are e:aremely center tank. A pronounced regularoscilIation started

sensitiveto many parameters, especiallytbe height of around 120 seconds, v,hich was before the propellant

the propellant surface inthetar-.kand the excitingfre- surface went below the baffles (Figure 7-16). The

quency. The results shown here are believed to be amplitude amounted to onlyabout i Iem up tothe time

Slosh itmPlitude, Pttch (D6.Ct_) (_)

12 ......... _.... . ]

• !1

, , ]

Range Time (_ec} _ _.nd _a_II_

_ {Ref*rcnced go lind Baffle)

I ' 1

14

E

-s _ I l I_ I
Range "r_me (sec)

FIGURE 7-16. CENTER LOX TANK TELEMETERED SLOSHING AMPLITUDES

AFTER I00 SECONDS
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the fluid surface went below the slosh probe and the Figure %17 shov, s a comparison of some of the

measurement ended, The dashed lines in Figure 7-16 frequencies detected in the sloshing measurements

si_ow the envelope of the slosh amplitude observed in compared to the predicted. The square points shown

the center tank on SA-2. Tbis bas been referenced to after IECO are frequencies detected m s_me of the

the location at the end of the baffles, sinee the time aecelerometers, which indicate that the vehicle was

history of thetwo flights was different due to the pro- being forced bythc sloshing. The pitch actuator posi-
pellant loading differences. The sloshing in the eenter lions also indicated this. In this case, in contrast t(_

tank was similar in magnitude on SA-2 and S,a_-3, SA-1, the vehicle appears to b_+driven at the natural

However, it appeared that sloshing started somewhat frequency of the propellant, rather than at some eou-

earlier on SA-3. Also, the vehicle was driven more pied frequeney. Whether this is consistent or not. is

at the sloshing frequency as mentioned previously, not known at this time.
than SA-2.

Outer LOXTank Slosh Frequency (D6-0A,D7-O4) (cpl)

o
o 20 40 60 80 too 12o t4o t6

flange Time (re+c)
Predicted

O_ttr Fuel Tank Slosh Frequency (114-F2,DS-F2)(cFI) _ Observed from Accel.

A o o

A _ _ __ /x G _ o° /x

0
o 20 40 60 80 100 t20 140 160

I_n.Se Time (lee) /_ Yaw
Oenter LOXTank Slosh Frequency (D6-0C, D7-OC)(cpI) • Pitch

_ 2+-
0 20 h0 60 go lO0 120 140 160

I_nse Tim (lee)

FIGURE 7-17. SLOSHING FREQUENCIZ.S
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SECTION VIII. GUIDANCE

8. 1 SUbIMARY 8.2.2 ST-124P (IUIDANCE SYSTEM

The Saturn SA-3vchicle was flown without active The ST-124P is a foul" gimbal system utilizing

path guidance or velocity cutoff, ttowever, passenger two AMAB-3 integrating acceterometers mounted on

hardware for both S'r-90 and ST-124P (Prototype) the stabilized clcmenL Platform orientatio_ is main-
gmidance systems was onboard to establish the opera- tained by three AB-5 stabilizing gs, ros. The acceler-

tional capabilities of the gmk'lanee equipment in the ometers were oriented to measurethc vehicle veloei-

Satunl flight environment. The telemetered data as ties in the vertical and cross range directions. The

well us a trajectoryecmparison confirm satisfactory altitude aeeelerome_er was aligned along the loea[

performance oftheST-90guidanceequipment through- vertical at launch; the cross range axis lay in the

out powered flight, launch horizontal plane and normal to the firing azi-

muth. This orientation remained essentially fixed in

r<rroneous outputs from the cross range accelcr- space until the stable element was forced out of its

ometer system mountedon theST-124Pplatform were frame of reference.

noted before ignition. No correction was made and tile

cross range measurement contained cxtraneoos sig- Mechanical limits and times when Ix)th platlorrns

nals throughout flight. These extraneous signalseould reached the indicated stops arc listed belov,:
be eliminated from the telemetered aeeelerometer

output and wtlid cross l_ngc information was deduced Mechanical Time (see)
from the measurement. Platform Stop Limit ConLputed Iieeord

The output of the altitude aceelerometer mounted ST-90 Roll =15 deg 158.4 158.4

on the S'F-124P platform was satisfactory. Compar- ST-I24P Yaw or =It deg 158, 54 158.9 to

tsons with Lu_thcalculated and ST-90 guidance data X-giml_tl 159.4*

indicated a velocity difference of approximately 0.2

m/s at end of thrust, after the altitude velocity 'ass '_ Indication of loss of platform reference from the yaw

corrected for a I). 09 percent scale factor error, gyro pickup measurement t 1t19-12) occurred during
a calibration period.

The Saturn SA-3 vehicle experienced a high roll

rote after ignition of the retro rockets at about 153.6 The vehicle was flying at an angle of approxi-

seconds. Both the ST-90 and ST-124P platforms mately45degrees measured fromtheplatformX-axis.

reached their mechanical limits at approximately Therefore, the component of motion about tim plat-

158.4seconds and 159.2seconds respectively. Guid- form X-axis due to roll about the vehicle longitudinal

ance data past these points were invalid, axis is al)proximaieIy given by:

t

8.2 DESCRIPTION OF GUIDANCE SYSTEM 0y --"- sin 45 ° ]" _broll (It

t o

8.2.1 ST-90 GUIDANCE SYSTEM A rotationoflldegrees at)outtheST-124PX-axis

at 158.54 seconds was computed by insertingihe te-

The ST-90 guidance system was similar to that lemetered values for _roll inthe above equation and

flown on SA-2 (Reference 3). Three integrating a¢- performing the integration from the time of retro

celerometers (AMAB-3) were mounted on the stable rocket ignition. The ya_ gyro servo signal (mess-

element to measure velocities inthe slant range , slant urement H19-12)indicated thatabias shift tofull scale

altitude,and cross range directions. The slantrange measurement occurred during a calibration period
accelerometer was oriented inthe firingdirectionand between 158.9 and 159.4 seconds, The time at which

41 degrees up from the launch horizontal; the slant thismeasurementdel_lrtsfromitsnormallevel should

altitudeaccelerometer was 41degrees from the launch be the true indicationthat the platform is no longer

vertical;the cross range measuring directionwas in space-fixed. The difference inthe computed and oh-
the launch horizontal plane and completed a right served times is due to truncationof the equation for

handed coordinate system. This orientation remained By, errors tndata used in the computations, response
fixed during flightuntilthe platform was forced out of ofthevarious telemetryehannels, andl)rototype hard-

itsframe of reference in rolIat 158.4 seconds, ware components for the ST-124P system.
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It should be emphasized thut the ST-I24P plat- The errors made by [heS'r-:t24P guidanc'e equip-

h)rm was Oll[y Ull engineering test model, anti gilalbul ment in meastlring the vertical find cross range _.'e-

limits (,×isling mthis system willnot apply to the ST- loeities are discussed inSeetionVlII Paragraph s.::L',l.
1241 )equipment to be flown in tile Block II vehicles,

8.3.2 ACCELEROMETEI] OUTPU['S ¢ST 90)

V,.30PE[iATIONAL ANAI,YSIS
The inertial velocity outputs (if the integrating

_.3, 1 GUII)ANCE INTELI.IGIqNCE ERI(OtiS aeeelerometersrepresent the vehicle motion assensod

by the guidance system. The data from [)oth the .q'l'-(,)ll

Tht, guidanee intelligence errors aredefinedas :tad s'r-t24Pguidanee systems were redueedand eom-
([ev[;ttiotls in the guidance lae_lsure[n(!nLs restd[ieg pared with corresponding ve/oeitios oonllllttcd from

Iron? pltttlorm lind aceelerometer ervol'S, and may be external tracking data. Ideal alignnlrnts of tile guid-

[OLUldbyeonl[iaringth(_ gLlid_lnee syst(!n3 FfloastLrenlt'nts an('Ly hardware %_cre _t,sstneed for tin' gtlkklne(' cal('u-

_ ith the vehicle trajectory, }atioss. The comparisons indicated ;_lavorab}(, :zgre(,-
ment of the data, especially for the ST-9O system.

The errors presented m Figtlres H-I and S-2 in- 'rhe small errors observed may be attributcd to errol's

ulu([c errors intraeking and data reduction as well as in the telemetered data reduction, trn(,kb)g, urn] hard-

fftlidal_ce }lal'dwurt2 (_rl'ol's. S'['-{)ll gtlidance int¢,lli- ware errors, The aeeelerometer outputs were /lloni-

genee errors, shown in Figure S-I, are _ ithin the data tored prk)r to ignition. The veloeityerrors, (lxerage(I

noise level and I)BC Si,_lTla ilardw_Al'e eFroi's. ()vet- several timcpoints, corresponded to gtOC('lL'Fotll-

...................... etcr angular miss ig-nments )I':
' I I _ i

I _ t I , ,
: t j , I I: /

0_, -.:_-,_---%--- 4 S'f'- 90

..... Siam Range *0, 011;$de E

.... _ : , • ,.,., Slant Altitude -0. 0(t2 d(,g
u i I ' [[, !

L.__-_ =.=___:.,__.... ..,,_ _ cross Range -0. 009 des

' ? _ 7 'r 7 i_ 'rA _ ? } I
.... where a positive angle represents a positive otztput

.................. error. The ST-90 platform remained in its re['el'enee

i__,_ _ i '+]__ established at liftclff with essentially no e r rors grrate r

_-_ ;_ - - thanthe established one sigma doris{ions, tmtil refer-

,[ [ i , ", , enee _as lost in roll at about 158.4 seeonds.

I.'I(;UHI,: s-i. GUII)ANCE VELOCITY COMPARISON Sl,'u_t.Ran_g__Veloei.ty (ST-90_
(s'r-90) vrEI,F.ME'rF.RED -

CA i,C U I_,'_TI.;D) The outlx_ts o£ the s|artt range aceeierometer were

,-;;'r,-_:",--" .... -- compared with corresponding values computed from

!--- I ' r r ' 1 '=i I '1 earth-fixed trajectory data assuming ideal alignment

,_ ---_-_,-__. _<.... _ ,_ of thepiatformandaeeelerometers. Thesedifferences

q . : . I areplotted versus time in the upper portion of Figure

!'l i 8-1. The errors oscillate around zero for the entire
,,..,., ,- .... powered flight. The small errors obsetwed are the

•,4,.r__4..zr:.,_-,,,-
'l " ' : _ ' II I ] results of errors in the data compared and the one' i, i,

,_......____ . _ sigma errors of the guidance hardware.

'i / • Cross VeloeiV(ST- O)

"'_""F"' ] : i ' rl _" The cross range velocity, as measured by the
! _ ' ! i , i I ST-90 guidance system, is plotted versus time in the

°'I ,_ _ ' --..<'_r-'_- upper portion of Figure 8-3. Exta-aneous incremental" i"-. i {_ • outputs were notedon the telemeter trace of the cross

! ] ' [ I _.ii i J range velocity from minus 2.82 seconds to about 3.9
_ [ ! ', _ / seconds, However, the data were manually reduced

..( : i ,____ _ : _l _ _ with little difficulty, The azimuth of the ST-90 plat-

form and the Fin I - Fin ]lI launch positiun uf the

HGURV s-2. GUFI)ANCE COMPARIS(-)NS, sr-124P vehicle were 100,011 degrees and 100.381 de._rees

t IUII)ANCE SYSTE M East of North respectively. This aligmment difference
33
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producedtheeross range velocity observed by both t]_ range velocity errors are within the usual noise level

accelerometer and the externaltracking. The overall of the guidance hardware.

velocity profile also reflects the changes in the cross

range wind velocity. Slant Altitude Velocity (sT-99__

The telemetered slant attitude velocity was the

Cross range guidance velocity was about minus actualvelocity as sensed bytheST-90 guidance accel-

2.2 m/s at 40 seconds of flight when bo ¢angle-of- erometer. The lower portion of Figure 8-3 presents

attack control coefficient) entered the control loop. the telemetered and preoalculated slant altitude re-

The cross range velocity increased from minus 2.2 locities plotted versus time. Telemetered velocity

m/s at 40 seconds to minus 3.0 m/s at 50 seconds and was generally lower than prccalcutated values, parti-

remained relatively constant to about 85 seconds, cularly after tilt arrest, resulting from approximately

From this time the ST-90 cross range velocity in- 1.2 percent lower flow rates and about 0.28 degrees

creased to minus 7.5 m/s at outboard engine cutoff, extra tilt. At end of thrust, the slant altitude velocity
The term bo was taken out of the control loop at lt5 was 1241,4 m/s, or 12 m/s lower thanpreealculated.
seconds of flight time.

The differences between telemetered and caleu-

Differences between the telemetered and calcu- lated slant altitude velocities are plotted versus time

lated ST-90 cross range velocities are plotted versus in the middle portion of Figure 8"-1. The differences

time in the lower portion of Figure 8-1. The differ- oscillate around the zero reference within,0.3 m/s,

ences oscillate around the zero reference until after indicating very" good agreement of the data compared.
70 seconds. From this time the differences increase

to about minus 0.5 m/s at 90 seconds and remain prac- Table 8-I presents a comparison of the guidance

tically constant to i30seeonds. The differences go to velocities at some significant flight events. Totem-
essentially zero by 140 seconds. The error profile etered ST-90 guidance velocities and those calculated

presents no definite trend and the differences are from external tracking data are in close agreement.
probahlyduetobias shifts in tracking data rather than The deviations intheST-124P measurements are dis-

the ST-90 guidance equipment. However, the cross cussed in Section VIII Paragraph S, 3.3.

TABLE 8-L GUIDANCE COMPARISONS

ST.90 ST-124P

Flight Event Slant Raoge Slant Altitude eros8 Range Altitude Cross Range

Vel. (m/8) Vel. (m/s) Vet. (m/B) Vel. (m/s) Vel. (m/s)

Pirst Motion Telem 0 0 O 0 0

Calc 0 0 0 0 0

Precal 0 0 0 0 0

Inboard Engine Cutoff Telem 2601.7 1227.S -7.2 2630.4 -11.8

Calc 260t.2 1227.0 -7.2 2632.2 -7.2

Precal 2571.8 1237.9 -0.25 2621,5 -0.25 i

Outboard Engine Cutoff Tel_ 2762.6 1240.6 -7.5 2745.6 -12.4

Calc 2762,3 1239.7 -7.3 2747.3 -7.3

Precal 2740.4 1252.6 -0.26 2743.2 -0.26

End of Thrust Telem 2770,5 1241.4 -7.5 2752.0 -12_4

Calc 2770.7 1240.7 -7.3 2754.2 -7.3

; Precal 2748.0 1253.3 -0,26 2748.7 -0.26

3_,_ AIIIAi. l--- --
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A scale factor error of about minus O. i percent
¢,°.._**._._.,_,c-h) _ 1 1°'_ was noted inthe vertical accelerometer about 90 rain-

' ] _ [_I _, utespriortolaunch. An errorofthis magnitude would
• produce the ohservedvelocity error. After correctingL I I

_""_- ,_ i I forthe scale factor error, the altitude velocitiesfrem
[ I "k._.._ ! _ ' , i the two guidance systems are in agreement, indicating

'r I -7 : V maintenancoofproperorientu.onoftheST-t  P
platformabo°tits -a*is.

_,_, t,.,. ,.,_ The circled points shown in Figure 8-2 represent

_t._tL_i._d.,.i.,,t,_._.> the velocity difference fllr}iS accelerometor scale

_,_(-- , ._.._,.r. l--" _ _ " -_ [actor error of 0.09 percent.

. Pe*¢il¢ut*t|d .... _ ill Ii

.... ! !.... . -_._ .-.t_q Cross Range Velocit_ (ST-124P)•I I ,
. I I i

t _ I I i

,_ .... i! [ .__ Much difficulty was experienced in reducing the
, / cross range data; however, valid values were obtained.

[ / as sensed by the ST-90 guidance system. This com-

]
6o¢ - _.. 7 _ parisoll is presented on the lower portion of Figure8-2. The differences are essentially zero untilabout

_oo| - { '_// -_ . I, , 80 seconds. From this time, the differences increased

I / [ 1 , - _-__, . 1 until IECO to a value of about g. 0m/s. This differ-I _ ence maybe attributedto a differenceofazimuthalign-

,_ -// _ , . , _ _. _ _ ment of the ST-124P platform and the ST-90platform,
! /] I i I [' ' I

/ I i The ST-124P platform was not optically aligned to]o I _ ___ _c___--_J azimuth as wasthe ST-90. Instead, it was referenced

o 20 _0 _o _o too ,,0 _,_ ,60 to a vehicle Fin l - Fin Illposition.

The azimuth of the ST-124P isacceptable since

FIGUHE 8-3. TELEMETEItED CROSS RANGE AND the platform could not be optically aligned. Precise

SLANT ALTITUDE VELOCITY, ST-90 azimuth alignment for the ST-124P, to be flown on

GUIDANCE SYSTEM SA_4, willnotbe possible sincethe mounting arrange-
merit on SA-4 will be the same as SA-3, floweret.

h.3.3 ACCELEROMETER OUTPUTS (ST-124P) this will be no problem for the Block Ilvehicles.

Measurements were made by the ST- 124P guid-

anee system iniheverticalandcross range directions. The cross range velocity comparison shows a
The vertical telemetered data were easily reduced, constant azimuth difference between the platforms.

but much difficulty was experienced in reducing the The ST-I24P platform was oriented approximately

cross range outputs. This difficulty is discussed in O, 27 degree South of the optically aligned ST-90. gs-

Section VIII l_aragraph 8.4.2. sentially no platform rotations occurred about the X

or Y axes until after retro firings, when the platform
Altitude Velocity _ST-124P) reached itsmechanical limit.

The upper portion of Figure 8-2 presents differ-
ences between the telemetered and calculated altitude

velocities. The differences are essentially zero until 8.4 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

about 40 seconds. From this time, the differences

increased until the end of thrust to a value of about 8.4. i GUIDANCE SENSORS

minus 2. 1 m/S.
The operation of the five AMAB-3 guidance ac-

Asimilar comparison was made between the out- celerometers, (three poST-90, twoonST-124P) flown

puts el the vertical accelerometer /ST-124P) and as passenger items on SA-3, was as expected, with

corresponding values determined from the slant range the single exception of the cross range accelerometer
and slant altitude accclerometers carried on the ST- ontheST-t24P stabilized platform. Telemetry incus-

90 platform. This comparison is presented in the urements of the serve pickup voltage forthis acceler-

middle portion of Figure 8-2. Both comparisons in- ometer indicate a continuous oscillation of the system

dicate an error of approximately 2.5 m/s in the a[- at about60to65cps from before lfftofftapproximatcly

titude veiocitytelemetered from the ST-124P system Tminusl40seconds to the end of flight. Laboratory
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tests following the flight indicate that the gltin adjust- Ground recording, and inflight telemetry records
ment of the serve amplifier was I)robably set in a cri- showed a disturbed condition el the ST-124P cross
tiealarea, wherethe system is stable unless subjected

range veh)city system, whicb appeared to indicate that

to afairlylarge electrical or mechanical disturbance: lhe aecelerometer was wandering randoml 5. l'hisbas

at a setting in this critical area, once the required been shown to be incorrect after a detailed study of

disturbance occurs, tile system goes into a self-sus- tim ground and inflight records, the logic network el

tained oscillation. The critical area of g'ain setting the signal processor, and the 65cps oscillation ob-
is just belo\_ the maximum gain capability of the serve

served in the accelerometer serve loop.
amplifier. The serve loop signals for the remaining
acceleromcters were normal.

Oscillati_m of tile accelerometer system _ouid

normally result in both positive and negative mere-

S 4.2 VEt, OCITY ENCODERS ANI) SIGNAL mental velocity pulses, which cancel each other ex-

PIIOCESSOR REPEATERS cept for actual _eiocity change, lion, ever, with a loss
of one DC logic signal used in sensing the polarity el

The operation of the accelerometer velocity tile veloe, ity increment, the output would be a contin-

eneoderswas satisfactory. Five eneoderswere flov, n, uous pulse pattern as shown in pattern lof Figure 9;-4.

three with the ST-90system acceleromeiers and two As the system cbanges position, intermediate pulse

with the ST-124P system aceelerometers, patterns occuras shown illthc even ntlmberE'd patterns
or Figure 8-4. When the pulse pattcrn on the telem-

Two Guidance 8igmal Processor Repeaters were etry record changes 11"oi11one palternto a second dis-

flown on SA-a, one for each stabilized platform. The tinct pattern, a velocity change of 0. 1 ms has occur-

processor for the ST-90system operated satisfacto- red. The pulse patterns result from a combination of

rily throughout the flight; the second unit. for the ST- three conditions:

124P system, had a failure in a buffer amplifier stage,

causing loss of one of tile DC logic signals used in 1. A small true acceleration.

sensing the polarity of the cross range velocity inere- 2. Accelerometer serve loop oscillation.

ments. This malfunction occurred early in the count- 3. Loss of one logic signal in the signal pica-
down. A second disturbance in this processor occur- essor.

red intermittently in both channels during the time

l_riod from 113 to 125 seconds. The disturbance is Tbelower portion of Figure8-4shows the incremental

believed to be due to voltage tnlnsients on the proc- velocitypulses asthey should occur if the system was

essor B- line. operating properly.

Ise Pattern Number
1

2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 1

"'"'"' r%-q- s-wr ___LLL
O,O 0.i 0.2 0.3 0.4

Actual Velocity Accumulation
for Positive Acceleration (m/s)

I I I I I

Incremental velocl_y pulses as they should occur
if system was operating properly

FIGURE 8-4. INCREMENTAL VELOCITY PULSE PATTERNS, ST-124P CROSS RANGE
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It was concluded from this study that the loss of pressure relatively constant at 2.4 kg'cm a 134 psi I

on(! DC tog'k! signal illlmL to the rotution sensor logic arid the compartment i)r(.ssure vak-yin K from 1, 10 to

circuit:s, (,omhined with the 65 eps modulation of the 0. 9S kg/(:m 2 (15.6 to 14.0 psi)+
true aeeelerometer output, couldproduce the patterns

of irleremeilutl velocity pulses observed on the telem- The final I,fit angle of I,he ST-90 platl'orm ut till

errs' and ground recordings ( Figure 8-4 and 8-5). arrest was ,t4.2,"; degrees as compared with th<, in-

I+aboratot+'ytests confirmed tht_aboveeonelusion. The ter_ded 44 degl'ees (Section VII Paragruph 7.2. It.
pulse pattern sequences were used to reduce the ue- ST-Ig4P
tuai telemetered cross range velocity from the ST-

124P system. '['he second disturbance to the signal The ST-124P system (consisting of p[atftu'm, rc-
processor occurred intermittently from 113 to 125

solvers, and associated mechanical and elcetri¢:al
seconds mngc time. anti was characterized by ira-

circuitry), flown on SA-3, was a in'olot_+l×" or ,'n-
proper shifting of the bias w)ltage f¢)r theeoarseve-

gineering test mudel. Many of the eomix)llents x_cre

loeityindieation in both cross range altitude channels, not optimized l_)r high accuracy, und are not tile same
Short terTn voltage trans!ents of fairly largeamplitude us those to be flown _ll Block II vehieh,s. SA-:I _us

on the B+ line are believed to be tile source of this tt_e first flight test of this systt_m (also to bc flown on
extraneous switching of the bins flip-flop. The source

SA-4). "rile primar,'s test objeetivt.s .ff the s,x,stt, m
of the tt'unsients could llot I)e determined, hut could

!.vor(! t}_e ot)st!rvuliOu of its ItllltrlJoIlgli I)tX'l'/ItiI>_) lint]

have originated either un the D21 buss, in the static familiarization with tile rcsolvcr ehahl and Ihc 5 kc s

illveFter, or ill the sigllal pt'oet'ssor power supply, serve systems ill an elK.rational CIp,'iFtlllnl(qlt. 'I'll(."

operation ill the system as all engJna(,rillg test WaS

': ,:..'.: ::: :::J quite sat isfaettmy.
...... I

i I t .... 1 ._ :Z::'. ' j

"'''r/''' J : ...... ( I _ The resolversusedwiththe ST-124P s2.stt, m _,z',,
[ .... l .... I i _"_ / nut I,rimnmd: therefore some +.r ,or ia their OUi,pttl

*{ ! [nllst IX_ expected. The erl-or ill the cltltlltll O[ the pitch::-............"-..: +_.:7
......... resolver is a ftmetitm _ff, alld ille_',*:ls(,s With, the, tlro-

grarnmed pitch aagle. Tile incrementul ditfcrenees in

[,'ICUI;I: s-5. S[MI)IJtF'II.:D SCIIEMATIC OF t3I{()SS pitch uttitude data obtained from the ST-I24P and

IL',NGI,'. SIGNAl, PItt)CI,LqS+)I{ ST-90 systems is i)rimarily attributed t(* this ('Hcet.

A laboratory test of the ST-12 t P system to be used IHI
File inH_roper switching of the bias flip_fi_)p did

SA-4 indicated that the error for the pitch resolv¢:l"
uoi, eausn uay error in the incremental velocity values,

for this system was at_lut t}'+*'su me ;I s thut t'xiR'l'i(!nct, tl

,m SA-3 (Secti,m \ql I)a)'ag_+_q*h 7. :+.. |) .
,_. ,i. 3 ST-90 S'FABII,IZED PLATFOI_.M

During t]ight, the air )_ :lrJng air su|)l)l_ I/I'OSSUI¢,
The S'I'-90 stabilized platform llo_vn on SA-3 was u constant 2.2 kg/cm 2 (:;2 psi) and the uir tern-

utilized similal- ct_mponeni,s p.l_d systems as the plat- peratttre Wus 2.t, 6 {k'_l't'OS ct_ntigz".ld(,. "Pho e+.)lllptll't-

form flown ,m SA-2, with the exception that AMAB-2 mcnt air pressure varied from t, 03 to 0, .()8 kg/cm 2

acceterometers eel)laced the usual AMAB-4 units. All ( t4.7 to 14./F psi), while tile teml*,rai,ure was 24. 7

systems operatedproperiy, withthe airt)earing supply deg_'ees centigrade.
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SECTION IX VEHICLE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

9. i SUMMARY The voltage and current for battery D20 and its

corresponding buss (D21) were constant at 28.5 volts

Allvehiele networks performed satisfactorily ex- and 165 amps. A total of 898 amp-minutes was used

cept for the failure oI measuring supply number 5. for the flight or approximately 33, 9 percent of battery

capacity. Figure 9-1 shows the connections for the 9

9.2 FLIGHT RESULTS infiight distributors.

28 VDC 28 VDC

l Battery DIO Battery D2O 1

nveF4

No,
Control

60 VI)C 115 AC

To Control 3-Phase

i i i ..

11 _-D1_sos_I ,o_rI -021Bos_ll
I I IDlstributor| • • 1 |

' '"" '"' iji iiI I I I I I I I
I I |c,I _ _1_.1 I

....'"""""'' J 111'i'l'lI | 1 ! ! I _ L. ......... •
TO Busses I ---I

DII in Distrib_tor_ __See Belowforl I VDC Tnuur TO Busses D21MeaS,supplylnDistributorPowerAssembly

D83, 84, 87 and 88 Busses

FIGUHtE 9-1. DISTRIBUTOR CONNECTIONS AND UNIT 9 MEASURING
SUPPLY
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The variable load for battery D10 and its corre- The measuring voltage supply assembly has a

spending buss (Dll) caused the voltage and current volume of approximately 208cubic inches, weighs 7.05

to vary from 27.6 volts, 165 amps at liftoff to 28.0 pounds, and is located in the thrust frame area of the

volts, 95 amps at end of flight. These voltages and vehicle above the flrewall (FigureO-1). The assembly

currents v _'_": a8 expected, with 0.4 volt increases consists of eight individually isolated power supplies

when the continuous lights and the angle-of-attack andone inputftlter. Each power supptycontains seven
heaters were switched off. transistors. Five of the seven transistors were ultra-

high-reliability type transistors obtained through En-

The frequency of the precision inverter on SA~3 gineering Magnetics from Pacific Semi Conductors

was 399. 788 to 400. 225 cps over the flight period. Incorporated. The two remaining transistors con-

The usual frequency disturbance caused by ignition sisted of one Fairchild type and one Texas Instrument

was within minus O. 202 cps of the inverter frequency, type. Shaker tests indicate that the Pacific Semi Con-

All frequencies were within allowable tolerances, ductors type {EM l13531)transistor was the probable

cause of failure in measuring voltage supply number

Measuring voltages of the eight "slave" units off 5. Additional tests are being conducted to determine

busses D81 through D88, located in the measuring more detailed information. However, this type of

distributors, operated within the 5 volts _5 percent transistor will be replaced on SA-4
limits, except for D85. Measuring supply number 5,

which supplies buss D85, failed before liftoff. Main fuel and LOX valve position signals (start

open, open, and closed) operated satisfactorily with
Measuring supply number 5 failed on SA-aat the exceptionofmeasurementsAS-5andAll-5. These

minus 2, 17 seconds prior to lJftoff. Since this time measurements were lost because of the failure of

period is associated with the initial shock due to if- measuring supply number 5.

nition of the engines, investigations have been made

to correlate the failure with this time period. Sire- Cutoff signals (inboard) and flight sequence sig-

ulated shaker tests indicate a possibility of transistor nals were as expected. Outboard cutoff was initiated

failure during this period, by LOX depletion.
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SECTION X. STRUCTURES AND VIBRATIONS

10. I SUMMARY relatively high moment occurred ,'old reliable aero-

dynamic loads were available (Figure 10-1). In Fig-

The instrumentation for SA-3 included strain ure 10-1 the strain gauge moment is shown by a cross

measurements on the truss n_embers ,'rod on the LOX at the gauge location, station 979. Good agreement

pinsfromwhichpitchandyawmoments andlongitudinal existed between this strain gauge moment and the

forces were computed at various significant flight i)redicted bending mmnent distribution. Also shown in

times, The results compared well with predicted Figure 10-1, is the normal load factor compared with
wHues, the accelerometer reading from flight.

Instrunlentation for detecting vehicle body bending v.hl_l* Station B._dling}'l_nt (:0DO0m-k_
consistedof tenbending sccelerometers atfivevehicle

stations. The accelerometers showed response at .,ooo i -_: .... "_ "'- --:'_
frequencies in the range of first and secured vehicle A , i

bending. These frequencies were present in both pitch 1 A¢_._._,_ a_._._,

and yaw directions, with a mmximum amplitude at J

iift_fff on the nose cone of 0,016 g's single amplitude

for first mode of 2.0 cps. At OECO, a forced response }

of 0. 095 g's single amplitude occuxred at a coupled _s_

h'equency of 2.7 cps. The response is lower than on _ . :. ,

SA-2 before OECO. \ !•." ,.:'.,,,,_ ...d
2.

The flight data indicated that the SA-3 vibration --_

levels were generally similar to those recorded dur- _o0
/

- Predicted ba_¢d

ing the previous two Saturn flights. :'
|

10.2 BENDING MOMENTS AND NORMAL LOAD -- 1

FACTORS [ st_,,l.
IIl[! .......

10.2, 1 INSTRUMk.r, TATION _ )

Instrumentationfor determining bending me- [ }

merits and nermal load factors consisted of eight strain

gauges on the main compression members and sixteen

strain ganges on the tensionmembers of the interstage 4o0
truss atstation 979. In addition, eight LOX tank studs

at statioaS69 were ganged. However, five of the eight

LOX tank stud gauges were lost prior to ignition and

hence oiferedvery little information. The telemetered

data were obtained as decommutated oscillogt'aph o,
0 0.0b 0,16 0,2'_

traces and also in digitized terra, Flight evaluation _,. _.d _._t_. (_,_>

consisted of determining the instantaneous load _'md

bending moments about the pitch and yaw axes for FIGURE 10-i. BENDING MOMENT AND NOI_M:\I,
numerous time slices, i.OAD FACTOII

i0.2.2 MOMENT LOADS Because fiveof the eightstud gauges of the i.8 m

(70 inch) LOX tanks (station869} were lost, no bend-

Maximum bending moment at station 979 oc- ing moments about the pitch and yaw axes could I)e

curred at 69.2 seconds range time, approximately calculated at thatstation. However, the three gauges

Mach i. At Mach l, a vehicle bending moment die- which functioned properly gave some check on the

gram could not be constructed since there were ao bending moment at station 979. These three gauges

aerodynamic loads data available. However, the were found to be in agreement with predicted values.

highest strain gauge moments were observed at this

time, A vehicle bepding moment diagram was con- The vehicle bending moment about the pitchaxis
structed at time point 51.6 seconds, where another at station 979 is shown in the 75 to 85 seconds range
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time interval in Fig'are 10-2. Also shown on this gt'aph mand, dynamic forces arise ill tile deflecting masses

are the angle-of-attack(ce)andgimbalangle (/;) about el the system. These forces can be amplified and

the pitch axis. Close agreement in frequency of oseil- cause large vibrations of the vehicle. A staggering
[atlonbetween tilethree values is evident, time of i00 ms between engine pairs was cxpcemd to

keep the vibratory force lower or equal to 20

i0. '3 LONGITUDINAL LOADS percent of the mmximum static thrust. Figure 10-4

presentstbe results of an investigationmade to see if

Multiplication of the actual t_lemct_red strain the actual staggering times el the engines still keep

by the calibration factor results in the loads shown in the vibratory force below tile aL'*)ve value. The fre-
Figure 10-3 (circled points). The solid iin_, in Figure quencies of the system were mcasul-e(l l_y potcntiom-

10-3 was obtained by usingLhe differential strains and eters (YL-1, YI,-2) located on tile supl_rt :lrms.

adding the 101,290 kg (223,300 ths) of toad which was From these frequency measurements tm(l from single

lost when the gauges were set to zero. The calculated engine thrust curves, the mmximum vibrating force

[()adwas determined from SA-3thrust and acceleration was obtained as shown by the maximmn theoretical

dakq and theoretical drag data. response (calculated} on Figure 10--t. These results

show thatthe mmxinmal resllenscwas sixteen percent

During firing of the engines, }mfot'e launch aura- of the maximum static thrust.

Strain _t (I0000 _}

II
,oo A-t 1I I # I

I I/ i

11 _" i "l t

Ix/ i

t " '
o 8r2_ I I75 76 77 78 79 80 81 g3 sg& 85

Range Time (see)
Angle (deg)

V---/Uagle of Attack (Yree-_t:re_n) f'-

J

-t "--/ I # - - I ' X"/
(Bp4) QOl-O04- _ Ctmbal Angles

.#

(BpI)Ioo_.-ooz- 1e
75 76 77 7 8 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

Range 'rime .(see)

FIGUIIE 11)-2. IgENDING MOMENT AT. STATION 979, ANC, I.E-OF-ATTACK, AND GIM l_'\ L

ANGLE VERSUS RANGE TIME
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...... The frequencies presented as flight results vary

_ slightly in accuracy, but all are considered to be

i ._ within ±0.15 eps.

.L The oscillographs showed a predominant frequency

• 7" _,_ ',: : content of approximately 12 to 20 cps throughout the
_ _ __ * flight, with increases in amplitude at liftoff and the

...... _ two engine cutoffs. This could possibly be caused by

_"'_ • : : • the natural frequency of the accelerometers which is

about 17 cps. In addition to the high frequencies,

FIGURE 10-3. LONGITUDINAL LOAD AT STATION analysis of the data showed frequencies in the control
979 and prope/ta.rtt sloshing range.

........ The trend of the vehicle first mode follows the

"_|¢__---- _---_ _ _ .... _-- first mode trends from SA-D tests for similar fill

"_---_'-__ conditions (Figure I0-5), and is further substantiated

- ..... by modeshapesshownin igure I0-G i0- .
,] _ //_J//_ ..... _'_'_ The second mode frequency trend is present, but

...... _ ....... ' cannot be shown by second mode shapes due to low

! ..... l_ amplitude of response. After OECO, a predominant!

t__ ' £_' i| frequency of 2, Tcpsispresent (Figure 10-8) andis
" -_ ! T/_ ' "--- "_ a forced response due to engine gimhaling (Section

{/

"#--*--/¢'_ ____ __ _ _' _ _ VII Paragraph 7.2.4).

,'_-_-_)_/-_m_/.-- - " _, ,_.: o_-_,..., Other frequencies were present in the analysis,
1; /f.//, _ "_".... ';'i all of which cannot he identifiedwith known natural

0

...... ',•-_.,,','.,.._•_./.i, :....... frequencies of the system. Some of these frequencies
can be attributed to loca! structural response, coupled

FIGURE 10-4. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC RESPONSE tank, vehicle torsion, and vehicle bending modes for

which no comparison data is available.
i0,4 BENDING OSCILLATIONS

Iehi¢l¢ fltaticm

All aceelerometers appeared to have responded 2ooo _
properly and have polarity as reported before flight, z6r-30

1800 ,5 - 4.5 2.D

Tr¢q_©y

16OO
• t.D --

SA-3 SL_4L_.e _z#

1400 C'J, In
_o - . E65-20 E67-30 .0164 .C4014 1.02

1200 ' E65-20 0 0 0

K63-20 .007 .01713 0,44

" E63-20 g61-10 .016h .Ot_014 1,02

).DO0 ' E_52-q .007_ ,018114 0._6

• 800 ' ,,, 'r

600

4 4CO

.e J.

oL
-I.0 0 t,O

FIGUI_E 10-6, SA-3 BENDING MODE - FTRS'[' MODE,

FIGURE 10-5. SA-3 SYSTEM FREQUENCY TI_END YAW AT I,IFTOFF
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Vehicle Statlo_ Vehicle Station

_66=30 r_e E67-30

_6OO i 16DO

Gis Iu _ GiJ In _,
_b_°20 E66_0 _O1_9 _O2176 0_5_ E_7_30 _O2_ _0_2_ _ _

12OO E64-20 0 0 12OO _63_20 _0065 _0LO_7 _2(-

g62-20 .0060 ,OO9392 O,24 _ E6t*IO ,CllO .017218 _._!
g6_-20 E60-10 .0049 .007670 O.i9 gb3-20o I ]{252.9 ,0052 ,000139 .._,

tOOO E251-9 .008315,O13015 C.33 1OOO
i

I

200[ E251-9 200 E252-9
0 o

.1..0 0 1.0 .I.0 0 t.O

Relative A_plL_u_e Relatlve _plL_ude

FIGURE 10-7. SA-3 BENDING MODE-FITIST MODE, PITCIt AND YAW (53to 57 sec)

t0.5 VIBRATIONS
Vehicle Star _on

_00e Z66-_0 I / _ 10. 5. I SUMMARY OF VIBRATION DATA

t_o The flight data indicated that the SA-3 vibra-
tion levels were generally similar to those recorded

t6o0 _u_,,,,_ _ during the previous two Saturn flights (Reference 2152,5 2,7

and 3). The major deviations observed in the flight

14013 E_-20 _&-3 Ili_l_le _ data arc sunlmarized as follows:

G'_ I_ mm

1200 E66.30 .11_5060 .131.36 3.33 a. Three combustion chamber dome measure-

lO0O 1- _6_-2_ .0ta_9_a .0_2t75 1.5_ ments eolltainod erratic data.

i

,_60=10 . D6_503 ._1_8 2.3_
g251-9 .024575 .033959 0,8,6

_o _so-_o b. A measurement on the fuel suction line which

feeds engine position eight indicated significantly

6o0 higher vibration levels than previous flights.

_0 c. Transients were observed in several meas-

urements, for which a satisfactory explanation has not

,_oo _1-_ yet been determined. An intensive analysis of the

o flight data is presently in progress in order to deter-

-42_.... 0 .... 1_o mine the causes of these transients.

ll,t_c_v_ l_tituee 10. 5. 2 INSTRUMENTATION

The SA-3 space vehicle was instrumented
FIG1UH': 10-8. BENDING MODE - FII_ST MODE, with 40 vibraLion measurements. The vibration data

PITCtl fl51 to 152.5 see) were transmitted by- two telemetry systems. Five
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canister area measurements were transmitted on Increased vibration levels were noted at cutoff, foI-

FIVL/FM channels with a data frequency range varying lowed immediately by a decay to zero. Data were

from 0 to 330 cps or 0 to 1050 eps, depending upon the available only intermittently on the thrust chamber

specific telemetry channel. The remaining 35 meas- dome longitudinal measurements, therefore they were
urcments were tr.'msmittcd by SS-FMwittzan approxi- considered to be only partially successful.

mate data frequency range of 50 cps to 3 kc. The
eight hydraulic actuator vibration measurements were

transmitted on a time-shared basis with four meas- _--

urements on each of two telcrnetz 5, channels. :i _--__..!__"..... _ _ _!-- --_. -- " -
10.5.3 MENTsDISCUSSIONOF VIBRATION MEASURE- _ ' ! i

i

Structural Vibrations

Five structural measuremenLs were monitored

duFing SA-3 flight. The two measurements on the -_0 c :0 _ _ ,¢ ,_ u, :_ :_

spider beam (E99-II and El00-11} va_'iedconsider- _

ably, being much more sensitive than the engine i
measurements to the events of flight (i.e., ignition,

Maeh 1, max Q, cutoffs, and retro firing}. This same

characteristic was experienced during both previous
flights. "_ ¢ '° _ _' _¢' '_' _'o :-_ ,_

The engine gimbal point support meusta-ements ,_,. _._. _....
(E40-1 and E40-7) displayed high level transients at

ignition, then immediately decayed to the mainstage i
level. These measurements remained relativelycon- I I

stant throughout the remainder of flight until cutoff, ',

responding much like engine measurements due to
their near-en e location.

The heat shield measurement (E47-1) showed a FIGURE 10-9. VII_I_tATION ENVE[.OPE OF STJlUC-

maximum buildup at ignition, then decreased gradually TUI_E, CANISTER AND ENGINE

to a vezs' low level at approximately 95 seconds flight COMI_AHTMENT MEASUREMENTS
time. This measurement did show a slightincrease in

vibration level at Mach 1 and max Q similar to SA-2 All engine vibration data from SA-3 flight

flight, compared very well to SA-1 and SA-2 data, except

measurement E45-8 (fuel suction line long't), which

The upl_er part of Figure 10-9 displays the maxi- was about twice as high on SA-3 flight as compared to

mum and minimum acceleration time histories of the SA-2flight. However, noevidenceofstructural failure

structural measurements. The upper portion of the was indicated in this area. An investigation is being

envelope was established by the data from the gimbal made to determine the cause of these high levels.
pointsupport measurements and heat shield measure- Because of the high levels indicated,measurement
ment, which were previously noted to have remained E45-8 was not included inthe maximum and minimum

constant throughout flight. The lower portion of the aceelerationtime histories as shown inthe lower part
envelope, characterized by the spider beam measure- of Figure 10-9. However, itis feltthatthe measure-
ments, shows an increase in vibration level in the ment is valid.

region of Maeh I and max Q.

Component Vibrations
Propulsion System Vibrations

The hydraulic actuators, ST-90, ST-124P, retro

Twelve engine vibration measurements were rocket number f, canister 14 lower support, instru-

monitored during theSA-3 flight.These measurements ment panel in canister 14. and propulsion unitdistri-

showed considerable buildup at or immediately after butor were monitored by a total of 22 vibration
ignition,followed by a decay to a steady state level, measurements.

There was no significantchange inthe engine vibration

levels during the mainstage portion of powered flight The hydraulic actuators were instrumented with
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eight vibration measurements. The only erratic data urements (XL24-9, XL25-9, XL26-ll, XI.27-13}.

were recorded from the yaw actuator measurement on The inflight measurement was located at station 889

engine four. Vibration amplitudes appeared to be very on fin line IV and followed the general expected trend

similar to the data reeordcddnringprevious flights. (Figure 10-10). The preliminary purl×)se of this

measurement was to obtain "inflight" acoustic data.

The center part of Figure 10-9 presents an enve- To obtain this type of data, the calibration range of the

lope of the RMS acceleration time histories obtained recording system was 120 to i40 db; consequently, the
[romthe canister area. This envelope dousnotrefleet higher level "on-pad" acoustic d:0a_ were sacrificed

erratic transients which occurred on some of the for the inllight data.
measurements. As the envelope indicates, all the

canister area measurements recorded buildup during The inffight measuremcntrecorded a disturbance

the Math 1 and max Q region, at 138.8 seconds r,'mge time (see component vii)rations

,Section X Paragraph 10.5.3) and caused the measure-

Quasi-periodic transients were recorded through- ment to aptrear unusual throughout the rest of the flight.

out recorded flight on the ST-90 gimbal and on the The source of this disturbance is unexplained at this

ST-t24 measurements. These transients did not time.

appear on all the six ST-124 measurements. Tran-

sients were recorded intermittently by the three The trailing wire acoustic measurements on SA-3

measurements on the ST-t24 roll gimbal between 110 recorded data between minus a and plus 6 scctmds

and 126 seconds, but were not observed on the ST- 1'24 range time. This period was sufficient to obtain useful

inounting frame. An example o[ this is shown below. "on-pad" acoustic data. The mm.:imum levels recorded
• on these measurements are presented in Table I0-I.

TABLE 10-I, MAXRMUM ON-PAD OVERALl.

vL_=t_o.Lu.._,,_s'r.,_4,a.._* SOUND PRESSURE 1.EVELS

,_..0,. ;_o_ ,_s-_-,'-,__,._,:., *-_o Meas, No. location Max OA-S PL (db)
* Sat* _ Tr,talle_t

XL 24-9 Inside Shroud

Sta, 167 off Fin

A relatively high transient was recorded at 13_. 8 see- II toward Fin I 149.0 "t
on(is on the ST-90 gimbal, two panel measurements in l

canister l t, and at the canister 1,t support on the XL 25-11 Outside Shroud _ tAftoff
spider beam. Additional study is required to determine Sta. 167 off Fin

the cause of these trmlsients. 11 toward Fin I 157.5

Rctro rocket number 1, was instrumented with IXL 26-11 Sta. 889 on Fin

three vibration measurements. The vibration levels IV Adjacent to
inideated a gradual increase tu the periods of Mach 1 Canister 13 149.5 -_

and max Q. No effects were noted at engine cutoff, i _ Liftoff

and

although an expected sudden increase in vibration !XL 27-13 Sta, 889 Inside 6 see
amplitude occurred at the time of retro firing. Several Canister 13 t32.
periods of erratic data were noted on all the
measurements. The cause of these transients is

presently under investigation.
The time histories of these measurements are shown

One vibration measurement was located on the in the lower part of Figure 10-10. The maximum

propulsion unit distributor. This measurement was overall sound pressurelevels (OA SPL), recorded on

very smooth indicating only a slight buildup at measurements XL 24-9 and XI, 25-9, indicated that

approximately 60 seconds and at engine cutoffs and the shroud provided a noise reduction of about 8.5 db

rctro firing, at liftoff. Measurement XL 25-9 then remained fairly
constant during the remaining time duration of data

acquisition, while XL 24-9 decreased somewhat during

10.6 VEHICLE ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS the last 3 seconds of data due to a change in the

spectral characteristics of the external sound field.

The SA-3 vehicle had one inflight acoustic

measurement (LI0-11) and four trailingwire _cas- The difference in the maximum overall sound
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pressure levels of measuremenLs XL 26-11 antiXL canister 13 of 17.5 (lb. This noise reduction existed

27-13 indicated a noise reduction across the wall of throughout thel>criodduringwhich data were ul)hGned.

Overall Sound Pressure Level (db) RE: 0.0002 Dynee/an 2

16o[--_ 1 TTe-teme_eted

a Data _
140 _ _ __

| I
20 AO 60 80 I00 120 140 160

Range Time (see)

Overall Sound Pressure Level (db) RE: 0.0002 Dynes/cm 2
160

__ _ Outsloe Shroud

lI

I_.___.._ Out s j'de can4-_te'

150 / r

___ ,"Inside Shroud

1/*0 :/

/-Inside Canister

130
Sta. 889 o_ Fia IV

.... Sta. 187 off FSn ll--_Fin I120 [

Trailing Wires

II0 J

- 6 -4 -2 0 4 6 8 i0
ltanse Time (see)

1,'IGUHE 10-10. SA-3 VEHICLE :\COUSTICS46



SECTION XI. ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES

11. 1 SUMMARY aft of the beat shield. This pressure differential

measurement failed just after ignition and prior to

"the base region environment during the SA-3 liftoff, due to a malfunction of a power unit supply

flight was similar to that encountered on the two pro- (Section IX).

vious flights. Radiative heating rates on SA-3 are

considered representative for the Saturn I, Block I The difference between base pressure and ambient

vehicle. Absolute values of the total heating environ- pressure for both the heat shicld and flame sMeld is

ment afte4- 90 seconds el flight are considered presented in Figure li-1. All me,_surements on the

questionable at this time. The heat shield a_d flame heat shield were generally consistent with each other

shield thermal insulation scheme was the same for throughout the powered phase of flight. A minimum

SA-I, SA-2, andSA-3, except foronepancl on the heat pressure differential of minus 0. 03 kg/em 2 was

shield which was insulated withthe Block II insulation observed at an altitude of 6 kin (60 seconds of flight)

material (M-31). Measurements made forward of the in the area between the outboard engines. A maximum

heat shield (except the tempcrstare measurement on value of 0.03kg/cm _ was observed at an altitude of 17

the M-31 insulated panel which failed prior to liftoff) km (90 seconds of flight) between the outboard engine
indieatc-d the insulation to he entirely adequate, and theengine shroud. There aplYears tobe an indication

of a higher pressure gradient across the heat shield

The base pressure measurements on SA-3 indi- than indicated on previous flights. Although this oc-

cared a slightly higher pressure gradient across the currence may be a direct consequence of the different
heatshieldthanindicatedoepreviousflights. However, trajectory followed by SA-3. results from all three

results from all three flights are within the telemetry flights are within the error nmrgin which can be
error band. attributed to telemetry error.

Skin temperatures on the propellant tanks were $i/bHJ_-, A,_._ _,,,,,_ _,,--_/

generally lower on SA-3 than on previous flights due 0_ .... ]--/_---V_-- T T -] [ q

to the higher propellant level in the tanks.' Ski/l _/__ks,-; ..........

fairing indicated no significant temporature rises i / i ///'[- ,-I i \{--- _Xx._ /except on the conical portion of the interstage fairing I

where maximum skin temperatures of 7_. degrees ,., :._,.t_
centigrade to 159 degrees centigrade were indicated, i;v / I ' I / _ _sa__._.2,_.,>

o __1.....I-- i I | ! lSkin temperatures in the vicinity of the S-IV stage -_'_ o'[h-J_l_Lo ----_ ..... ,o ,o ,_ ,_ o _(,

protuberance were within expected levels. *t_,,_o _.)

FIGURE lf-I. BASE DRESSUE'E MINUS AMBI1;'NT
Instrument canister pressure was maintained PRESSURE VERSUS ALTITUI)E

within the requited level (0.7 to 1.2 kg/cm _) through-

out flighL Tbecanlster temperatures were maintained The largest magnitude of base pressure minus

within an accpetabte range ( 10 to 40 degrees centi- ambient pressure occurred in the flame shield region

grade) during both prelaunch and during flight. Both where extreme values ranged from minus 0.15 kg/cm 2

theST-90and theST-124Pguidanceplatform eompart- at an altitude of 2.5 km to 0.37 kg/cm 2 at 17.2 km

ment temperatures were in anacceptable temperature (Figure 11-11. The _elemetered data indicated a

range (25 • 2 degrees centigrade) at liftoff, different behavior in the flame shield region than was
observed on the first two Saturn flights (Figure 11- 2),

11.2 TAIl, SECTION At an altitude of approximately 3 kin, the pressure in
the flame shield area stabilized with only a slight

11.2. 1 BASE ENVIRONMENT decrease between 3 and 17 kin. Then it rapidly de-

creased to the expected level A sharp decrease in

ll. 2. I. 1 BASE PRESSURE the eenterstarbase pressure occurred at IECO (61. S

kin) as expected. At this time, no deIinite conclusions
Absolute base pressure instrumentation on have been drawn in regard to this unusual phenomenon

SA-BwasidentiealtothatonSA-laadSA-2. Inaddition, in the flame shield pressure. Close investigation of

one instrument was installed on the SA-3 vehicle to the pressure data in the center star region has not

measure the pressure difference between the lower revealed any reason to suspect the telemetry or

eompurtment (forward of heat shield) and the region measurement.
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! r 1 durinSA-"flightatthesamealtitude' easared

: __:______,0 ; _ gas temperatures from the SA-I flight are not inctudedo.a_sAi_,o____ in these bands bee,quse of the necessary correction

factor required to compensate for the shielding of the
o.. gauges; however, the corrected SA-I gas temperatures

: also compared well with the SA-3 measurements.

"--_._ ]
o c o _0 The maximum gas temperature measured on the

heat shield, flS0 degrees centigrade, occurred at ap-

FIGURE li-2. FI_\ME StiI2".'LD PRESSURE COM- proximately 25 km (or 103 seconds range time for

PAI]ISON VERSUS ALTITUDE SA-3); this was the same as the maximum measured

on SA-2. The gas temperature measured between the

Average values of the ratio of base pressure to inbeardengines, nearthe heat shield, and between the

ambient presstu-e, pl_/Pa , for both the heat shield and shroud and outboard engines reached a maximum of
flame shield (center star) are plotted versus Maeh 706 degrees centigrade on SA-3, approximately 50

number in Figure 11-3. Wind tunnel test data from degrees centigrade below that of SA-2. High tempera-

the Rocket Test Facility, AEDC, are also shown for tures measured between the outboard engine and the

comparison, shroud, labeled SA-2 in Figure 11-4, did not appear

•.uoo, B... _o*.bL._ ,_,w,_ _ during the SA-3 flight.

_2f-- i,_'___ __ _ The gas temperature in the heat shield region
- appears to be the result of reversed gases leaving the

| _ ! I _--'_15_ _ s.,,l<[ flame shield and circulating in the base region. The

_V _'_L___ _ latter would indicate that the scoops tend to lose their
o I ..... t .... F- *i _-'--_ _-_ ,,,.,....... i ability to flush the base region above 15or 20 kin.

_ 12 16 0 is _1

M,<-_._, The slight decrease in the gas temperatures above

FIGUHE it-3. RATIOS OF BASE PRESSURE TO 25 km can possibly be attributed to the inability of the

AMBIENT PRESSUI_E VERSUS thermocouple to measure the true gas ternperature at

MACH NUMBER these high altitudesand low densities, rather than a
real trend.

The absolute pressure measurement in the lower

compartment, D27-5, and four differential pressure Surface temperatures of the outboard engine

measurements, D143-2, D143-4, D144-9, and D145-9, shroud's stringer and skinrespeetively, are shown as

for measuring the difference between lower and upper the lowest band in Figure 11-4. Although the shroud

compartment pressures, failed prior to lfftoff. All of stringer temperature is a structural measurement,

these failures are attributed to loss of the inboard the temperature-time history of thetwo measurements

power supply, show similar trends since both are subjected to the
same base heating. On the SA-3 vehicle, these instru-

The forwar(1 compartment pressure lagged the mentswere covered by reflective aluminum tape. Both

ambient pressure except at altitudes below 2 kin, as measurements, however, show a trend similax to that

expected. The maximum difference between the for- measured on SA-2, with the stringer measurement

wardeompartmentpressure andambientpressure was reaching a maximum, which was approximately i00

approximately minus 0. 023 kg/em 2 at an altitude of 2t degrees centigrade lower than the SA-2 maximum.
km.

11.2.1.2 BASE TEMPERATURES Shown also inFigure 11-4 is the gas temperatuxe

measurement, C67-7, which was located on the flame

Gas temperature in the SA-3 base region shield. This gas temperature probe extended approxi-

was measured with s series of unshielded thermo- mately t_em belowthe surface of the flame shield. The

couples. The thermoeouples were distributed over the maximum temperature measured by this probe (1600

area to ensure valid information, to 1650degrees centigrade) is only an estimated value

asthe measurement went off scale during this period.

Thebandsofgastemperature and associated areas Beyond approximately 15 to 20 kin, the flame shield

of thebase region for SA-2 and SA-3 flights are shown gas temperature remained constant at 1500 degrees

in Figure Ii-4. Gas temperatures measured during centigrade (approximately 50percent of engine chain-

the SA-3 flight compare favorably with those measured ber temperature), indicating a choked flow condition.
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{ To_al M_a ure_n_ [

J 5A-2 a d S^-3 I

_00

0
l0 2O 3_ _0 5O 6O 7_

_lt _ude C_

FIGUI_E 11-4. COMPAHISON OF GAS TEMPEIIA'I'URES ON HEAT

AND FI_ME SHIELD, SA-2 AND SA-3

11o2. i.3 IIEATING HATES on the S._-3 flight. The retnaining calorimeter was
mounted on thc flame shield.

Four totalheating calorimeters were lo-

cated on the SA-3 vehicle base. Two of these The totalheat flux (radiationplus convection) to

calorimeters, C76-3 and C63-l were mounted approxi- the calorimeters C76-3 and C63-1 measured (luring

mately26crnaftoftheheatshieldandonecalorirnctor, the SA-3 flightis shown in Figure 11-5. The tol_l
C77-5 was mounted flushonthe Saturn I, Block IIheat heat flux measured by 01ese two calorimeters show

shicldpanel (M-31) which was flown as an experiment go(K| agreement with that measured during the SA-I

1.4ea_urer_nts C76-3 and C63-I
_0 # , $

£A-I and $A-2

13 !
0 i0 20 _q g0 50" 6

AI tl l:I_de(I¢_)

FIGURE 11-5. TOTAL IIEAT I:A'PI< PO SA-?, BASF
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and SA-2 flights up to approximately 16 kin. Between utilizes a laboratory calibration method to determine
16 and 25 kin, these measurements indicatedheating the inflightcorrections.

rates approximately two times thatmeasured on the
This particular calorimeter, even though itSA-I and SA-2 flights. From 25 km untilOECO, the

showed almost identical efficiencyas calorimetersSA-3 heatingrates were alsohigher than those of SA-I
C76-3 and C63-i in laboratOry calibration,had a loss

and SA-2. after cutoff (hased on the tempera_re-time hist.ory)
of almost twice the rate encountered on C76-3, C63-I,The total heat flux measured by C77-5, the

calorimeter mountedflushwiththepane[ insulatedwith or on previous flights'totalcalorimeter m(:asm'emcnLs

l_-3t, is shown in Figure 11-6. With the exception of (Figure /I-7).

a high transientjust after liftoff,the SA-3 heat fluxin

this area agrees, as expected, with SA-I and SA-2 A second degree polynomla[ was used to smooth

heat flux up to 32 kin. The relativelywide heat flux through the temperature data shown in Figm'e II-7.

})andfrom 32 km to cutoffis the resultof applying two The heating decay does not appear to be affected by

independentcalibrationtechniques. One techniquecon- OECO; i.e., there is no inflectionpoint in the tem-

siders onlythe temperature-time decay followingcutoff perature decay, This indicates thatthe major heating

for thcdeterminationofthecaforimeter losscoefficient source at high altitudesis either the inboard engines

to he applied throughout flight. The other technique or the turbine exhaust ducts.

Total Heat Rate (kcal/m_-sec)
i00

8oMeasuren_ent C77-5

SA-3 _ G77-5

SA-I and SA-2 _ I

20

0

-20.
0 i0 20 30 40 50

Altitude (km)

FIGURE 11-6. TOTAL HEAT RATE TO M-31 PANEL COMPARED TO SA-I AND SA-2 RATES
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Temperature ISCO OECO slightly higher than that of SA-1 or SA-2. The heat

flux measured at approximately 8 km {the altitude

where the heat flux appears to be most strongly in-

fluenced by exhaust jet flow reversal) was slightly

lower on SA-3 than on SA-t or SA-2. Beyond approx-

"l_picalI)ecay imately 25 km until IECO, the heat flux remained
relatively constant.

_ti_ neat lrl._ {k_I/m2.m_)

'" I I I -r
! I L '
i

Time 7_

FOR C77-5 WITIt A TYPICAL DECAY I

At this time, no explanation as to the cause of this I

rapid temperature decay is available, but preliminary _i-$

evaluati°n indicates the f°ll°wingpessibilitics: 1) a t°° "a'_" _ __ I _ : ! _difference in the heating and cooling cycles possibly I _ t '
exists, whereby the correction factor obtained after '_ I \ I "' -2.._.,

cutoff is possibly not valid for the entire night, 2) _ \ i Ipossible conduction losses during flight higher than " , _._;_ \ _ -- --

indicated by the laboratory calibratinn method, and 3) _ __,_ ..... :_
a possibility of a convective cooling source hittingthe I _ I
calnrimeter surface at cutoff could exist. 0 to 2o _o 4o 50 60

#.it tt_ (Ira)

Differences existed between the height, mounting,

and insulation in the immediate vicinity of the SA-I, FIGURE 11-8. TOTAL IIEATING RATE ON FI.AME
SA-2, and SA-3 calorimeters. These differences

SHIELD, SA-1. SA-2 AND SA-:I
should be considered before firm conclusions are

reached as to the relative comparison of heating rates. Two thermal radiation calorimeters were located

Even though the total heating rates appeared to be 26 cm aft of the heat shield on the SA-3 vehicle. Both

higher on SA-3, this did not influence the heat shield calorimeters were located between an outboard and

forwardsidetemperaturewhioh was approximately the two inboard engines in approximately symmetrical

same as SA-I and SA-2. Further evaluation of these positions. These calorimeters differed considerably

measurements will be performed in an effort to obtain in design.
a truer loss coefficient.

Thermal radiation levels which were measured

In general, the total calorimeter heating values on the SA-3 flight are shown in Figure 11-9. Corree-

on the heat shield should only be used as relative lions were made to the telemetered databy twodifferent

values, since preliminary evaluation has indicated the techniques, beth of which consider the calorimeter

possible error sources stated above. As these error slug temperature history. The data in the upper band

sources couldconceivably become significant near the wasobtaincdbyvaryingthe calorimeter slug heat input

end of flight, one should not attempt a conclusion as and measuring the temperature-time history of theslug

to whether convective heating or cooling was dominant to obtain the proper correction. The lower band of

to the calorimeter surfaces, data was corrected by evaluating the losses after en-

gine cutoff using the temperaVare-time slope and

The total heat flux measured by the flame shield defining a heat balance assuming no heat input. This

ealorimeterC78-8 is shown inFigure 11-8. The SA-3 second method assumes that the correction factor is
inflight heat flux to the flame shield is in good agree- constant throughout flight; i.e., the loss coefficient

ment with that measured during the SA-1 and SA-2 will be the same for both the heating and the cooling

flights, and absolute values are considered valid. The cycles. However, this pOint has not been proven at

maximum heat flux measured near liftoff on SA-3 was this time, and based on the laboratory calibration
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technique, this loss coefficient varies throughout . _ I 'Y0'_'21"|_"_t|
T---]

T [--T

flight. ,,

A point of interest concerning the two nlethod8 is _ __._.:_:_=_._:-:.i=_i_!_::::.:!i_q_-" : :!::: :ia!=_.,=.:_::,:-:::: :_i_ -........ . ..=. _...:: w.=

that values obtained at both lift.off and cutoff agree _J. J7
within the accuracy of the data. At liftoff, this would ,.o_,.,,,,, _._

be expected since the calorimeter losses should be

negligible compared to the sensible heat input. At FIGUFIE ll-I0. I':NGINE COMPARTMENT S'['RUC-

cutoff, it appears that the two teelmiques also yield TI'RAL TEMPEIIATU]_I,:S

approximately tile same results. Intermediate values i1.2.3 FORWARD IIEAT AND FLAME SItIELD
betnveen liftoff and cutoff differ due to the methods

utilized. Two other temperatures are also shown in

Figure 11-11; measurement C2u-5, attached to the

flame support strut, and C21-5, attached to the flame

(_ shield seal support. The temperature level in thisarea is as expected.

'..%---___7_2

Radt*ntH_at Flux (kc* ,'_2.*ecl

EIGURE 11-11. E.xU¢IRONMENT, FORV, ARD SH)E

, l (:IF" I:I_AMF SItlELD
l I i ii Temperatures recorded on the forward side of

! the heat shield are presented as a band in Figure
i

_o i _ i ¢,Ub,,ito_ well withthose of SA-1 and SA-2, ranging from minus,,.¢tto= _* ._ o. _.n_t _ 25 to plus 25 degrees centigrade. The
i ture measured by C70-7 during the SA-2 flight

_. i i (Reference 3) cannot be explained; however, based

upon the SA-1 and SA-3 results, it follows that it is not

characteristic of the heat shield temperature. The

_c _ maximum temperature of 25 degrees centigrade,
measured during the SA-3 flight, indicated that the heat

i _-............... ,In ........ I........ _ shield insulation was more thai adequate. Due to the
o _o e0 _o ,0 _o _o failure of the measurement in back of the M-31 insulated

Altitude (_) pauel, the relative adequacy of the two insulation
materials cannot be assessed.

FIGURE 11-9. RADIANT HEATING RATES FOR .... "_ ;_-" ;

SA-3 FLIGHT COMPARING PRE- _ i , , : -_-_'_ .7_7'.-._o,;_ _-1

FLIGHT AND INFI,IGHT DATA COIl- "_-T'jT_ZT_+ _ + : ' -i " _ _
RECTIONTECHNIQUES '[ t _:_I ! ! ___...]

11.2.2 ENGINE COMPARTMENT _ ,_ ,! . . : . : : ......... _--_ , 9

FIGURE 11-12. BASE ENVIRONMENT. FORWARD

The engine compartment experienced no ex- SIDE OF IIEA'r SIlIE I,D

treme temperature environment during the flight. 11.3 SKiN

Ambient air temperature within each engine area was

measured, and no temperature above 0 degree eenti- The skin temperatures at various positions on

grade or below minas 50 degrees centigrade was the propellant tanks for the SA-3 vehicle were meas-

indicated. The upper limit of the engine compartment ured by ten thermoeouples. Generally, the skin
temperature of SA-3 was slightly below that of SA-2 temperatures measured daring the SA-3 flight were

flight (Figure ll-10), lower than those indicated during the SA-I and SA-2
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flights (Figure 11-13), due to the higher propellant _ T - -_
level in the tanks: however, the measured temperatures I i

were within the anticipated range of skin temperatures.

Shown in Figaarc 11-14 arc the skin temperature meas-
urements of the fuel tank, C50-F3, and the LOX shrottd .

at station 835. The latter measurements were in good

agreement with thosc of the SA-I and SA-2 flights. _ ,:T ,_ " " --J

_"_"_"" (°¢) FIGURE 11-15. "FI-:MI)EIIATI_I1E MEASUIiEMI.:NF
lo_ -T .......

ON DUMMY S-IV S'FAGI': :\ND

INTE llSTA (,E
0

_,.3 I i

1

t.'iGliltl.: 11-13. tq{OPI.:i,I,ANT FANK SKIN TEM- i :

PI_:RAI'UIII-: AT STATION 745 i i ] ! li ...... t
•'& ,. ,ag .....

• -_s,-_ s.,._ , _ i , FIGUI{E tl-l(;. "FEMPEI{A'FUI/F MI-'Astt{I':MI':NT

_¢__-.=_.._- =--=_-__t[ ................ ON DUMMY S-IV S'FAG]: ..,NI)
o __tll ' e. . ._ ?::.. :),; INTERS'('AGE

-t_ =5 '_ : _ q The retro rockets were ig_aited at approximately
153 seconds range time, and ti_e rcslxmsc due to the

_i_ "_ -L°'''( .... 7" ! | ,,eating from the retro rockets' plume impingement is

C127-ti (Figure 11-16) indicated tl_e mmxilnum tern-

-,oo _,o , _ , o ....... _i perature increase during retro rocket firing (from 10

,._. r_ (.,_ degrees centigrade at 154 seconds to 315 degrees

centigrade at 161 seconds). An investigation is being
VIGI:Illq 11-t4. pll(IPEI.[,ANT TANK SKIN 'FEM- made to determine any secondary effects (thermo-

PERA'FUI:rE AT STATION 8;J5
couple attachment, nearby structural members, etc. )

The skin tempe ratures at various positions on the that may have prevented an indication of the actual skin

dummy S-IV stage and the interstage fairing were temperatures.
measured 193' 18 thermoeouples. Twelve of the ther-

mocoupies (requested by DAC) were located on the Temperatures in the vicini_' of the S-IV stage

dummy S-IV stage to supplement the analytical deter- protuberance were within expected levels, altimugh a

mination of structures in the vicinity of protuberances heating rate of approximately twice that predicted by

and separated regions. The other six measurements theory was encountered.

on the interstage fairing were located to monitor any

skin t*_mperature rise during retro rocket firing. Furtheranalysis is beingperformed to determine
the factors which may have influenced the temperatures

indicated by these measurements.

No significant rise in skih temperature due to

aerodynamic heating was indicated, except on the con- 11.4 INSTRUMENT CANISTER
ical portion of the interstage fairing where maximum

skin temperatures prior to retro rocket firing of 71 ll. 4.1 CANISTER PRESSURE

degrees centigrade to 159 degrees centigrade were
indicated (measurements C128-11 and C133-11 shown Instrumentation and guidance components lo-

in Figures 11-15 and 11-16). eated in the canisters required the canister pressure
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to be maintained between 0.7 and 1.2 kg/cm 2 during able range of canister temperature was l0 to 40

flight. Three canister pressures were measured degrees centigrade. All eanisterswere within the ac-

during flight and gave indications that the pressure ceptable range at liftoff.
was maintained within this range. Canister Dressure

deeayedapproximately 0. 1 kg/em 2 from 0 to 150 sec- Specifications call for ambient air temperatures

onds range time. in the ST-90 and ST-124P guidance platform compart-

ments to be controlled at 25 _. 2 degrees centigrade.

11.4.2 CANISTER TEMPERATURE Both ST-90 and ST-124P guidance plat2orm compart-
ment temperatures were in the acceptable range at

Temperature in the canisters was controlled liftoff. The ST-124P compartment temperature meas-

by an external cooler package mounted on the swing urement indicated that the temperature stayed within

arm. After the umbilical swing arm was retracted the acceptable range throughout flight. ST-90 ambient

there was no additional canister cooling. The accept- temperature was not monitored during flight.
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SECTION Xll. AERODYNAMICS

12. I SUMMARY pressure region (Cp - minus 1.74 at mach 0.7) right
behind the shoulder in the subsonic region.

Aerodynamic static stabilit 5, "ratio, gradient of
normal force coefficient, and tile center of pressure 12.2 RATIO OF GRADIENTS OF ANGULAR

location were determined h'om the SA-3 telemetered ACCELERATION (STABILITY RATIO)

data. The /lightresults were in agreement with pre-

dicted values. However, the gradient of normal force The ratio of the gradients of anbmlar accelera-

coefficient and the center of pressure location for the tion (stability ratio C1/B ° ) was determined from the

SA-3 flight had larger error margins than did results average telemetered pitch plane engine deflection (,3p)

from previous flights, as expected, due to lower values and the free-stream angle-el-attack (ap).
of angle-of-attack and dynamic pressure.

Surface pressure data for the SA-3 flight are pre- The values ol C/B ° obtained for the SA-a vehielc
sented as a ratio of surface pressure to amhient and predicted values agrecd welt when plotted versus

pressure, SA-3 pressure data agreed well with data time (Figure 12-1). A minimum value of minus tl.5S
from wind tunnel tests, was obtained at the time of mmximum dynam ic pressure

(79.6seconds) compared tea predicted value of minus

Pressure (lat_t on the simulated Centaur weather 0.55. An estimate of the possible error margin in the

shield are in excellent agreement with wind tunnel flig]tt-determinedstahilityratioisalsoshowninFigure

results. The flight results indicate a maximum low 12.1.

SA-] Telemetered Data

///// Error Limits on Telemetered Data
Predicted

0.2 Ratio of Gradients of Angular Accelerations /B °)

• • * * ]-

-0.2 .. _Z / -

_,_'_, _// C1 = angular accelerati°n-0.4 due to unit angle '

B° = angular acceleration

-U.6 due to outboard

,// / engine deflection

-0.8 ] I

Range Time (sec)

FIGURE 12-1. RATIO OF GRADIENTS OF ANGUI.AR ACCt.: LIc:RATIONS VERSUS RANGE TIME
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12.3 GRADIENT OF NORMAL FORCE CO- All four surface pressure pick-ups at Station

EFFICIENT AND CENTER OF PRESSURE 205on SA-3 were locatedon the filletsof the flared-out

LOCATION region adjacent to the extreme lower portion of the

fuel and LOX tanks, similar B) SA-2. Figure 12-3 is

The gradient of the normal force coefficient a plot of surface-to~ambient-pressure ratio versus

(Cz') and thecenterofpressurelocation (CP/D) were Mach number for all four individual measurcJ_ente.
obtained using telemetered values of angle-of-attack, Also shown are their approximate radial lo¢'at_ at

normal acceleration, and engine deflection, this station.

Calculated values of C z' and CP./D are in fair Except for measurement D7_-10, the pressures

agreement with predicted values and previous flights' rose steadily above ambient at this station _ter a

results when plotted versus Much number (Figure Maeh number of approximately 0.4, reaching a maxi_
12-2}, SA-3 data has a broader error margin than

mum pressure ratio of 1.5 at Mach 2. Excellent

SA-1 or SA-2, which is attributed to tim generally agreement (Figure 12-3_ is also shown with SA-2
lower values of angle-of-attack and dynamic pressure values and wind tunnel test data.
experienced on the SA-3 trajectory. The m_reliabili_

and wide scatter of data at higher Maeh numbers

limited the SA-3 analysis to the transonic and low Thevalidityofthedatafrom measurement D78-10

supersonic region. In this region, predicted values had been previously questioned after the SA-2 flight

as well as SA-1 and SA-2 flight results were within on the grounds that it differed widely from wind tumml

the error margin of tim SA-3 results, results and from the consistent trend exhibited by the
other three measurements. As shown in Figure 12-3,

12.4 SURFACE PRESSURE SA-3 data for measurement D78-10 was very similar

to SA-2, thereby adding some validityto the results
12, 4. 1 STATION 205 MEASUREMENTS from SA-2.

Center of Pressure (CP/D) from Glmbat Plane (Sta. i00)
(cati1_¢s)

6

2
_SA-3 Data
------Sh-I& SA-2 Data_ear_
-- ---Pred Ic ted

0 l l
O 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0

Haeh _Ulbe r

G_adtent of Hot.at Porce Coeffic£ent(C_)
6

4

2

-- HA-3 hta

------SA-I & SA-2 Data_ean

---_red£cted

o I !
0 0,4 0.8 t.2 1,6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0

Math l_mber
L&

FIGURE 12-2. CENTER OF PRESSURE LOCATION AND GRADIENTOF NORMAL FORCE

COEFFICIENT VERSUS MACI{ NUMBER
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l _ Predtcte_ (WL_ Tunnel)

2.0 -- - --

0 0._ 0.a t.z 1.6 7.0 2.4 Z.$ I.

_u_fac¢ P_e_|ucl/_ent Fresaurl _¢h NLII_¢r

$ rfxce trts_uce/&mbl t h u _b l_us_lr

! [_ L[ I 1 -_'_,' , . ..I............. | | .,//i / |

i.o _ L

I i I ! I "
o. i !.,I,; i . ........................

(Sta, 86_& 8631
(stl. 10_)

£1_6- 10 Stl II_3 Stl 860

I"[(IIJIU'; 12-:l. RATIOS OF HI!I/FACE PI/ESStllU'; TO I"I(;UItF. 12-4. I_:VF]()S OF SIIllEACI" P}ll£SSI'lll.2 "['()

AMBIENT PllESSIrRE VEIISIIS AMId, TENT PI/I,'SSI_IIE VI_]I{SUS

_L-'_CI[ NUMBi.'I{ MACH NUMBER

12.4.2 STATION 860 AND 863 MEASUREMENTS 1.2.4.3 STATION 989 AND 1019

Pressure ratios (surface to ambient) obtained Pressure ratios [surface to ambient) obtained

from the four measurements (same as on SA-2), lo- from the four measurements on the interstage are

catedat Stations 860and 863, are plotted versus Much plotted versus Math number in Figure 12-5. These

number in Figure 12-4, with a sketch indicating the surfaee pressure measurements were obtained for the
radial location of each individual measurement. Sur- first time on SA-3. Measurements D84-20 and D86-20

face pressure measurements D80-FI and D82-F3, arelocated at Station 989.3, approximately 7 degrees

situated at station 863, were located on the extreme from fin locations III and I, respectively; D85-20 and

upper portion of the fuel tanks facing the flight direction. D87-20 are located at Station 1019, 3, also at approxi-

Measurements DSi-Fi andD83-F3 wereloeated facing matoty 7 degrees from fin locations IIl and 1. Values

the center of the ctuster at Station 860, slightly above of the ratio of surface to ambient pressure at Station

the fuel taaks, Observed flight readings indicated that 989. 3 increased from 1.0 at Maeh 0.3 to approximately

the pressure dropped to a minimum of 80 percent of 2. 1 atMaeh2, Data from wind tunnel tests at Langley

ambientat Much 1. 2 and gradually increased to ambient (c_ = 0) agreed welt with the flight data.

around Mach 2. SA-3 data is in good agreement with

resultsfrom wind tunneltests conducted inthe Langley Measurements D85-20 and D87-20, at Station
8-foot TPT and 4-foot UPWT. SA-2 data, shown for 1019.3 indicated slightly lower pressures than at

comparison in Figure 12-4, indicates slightly lower Station 989.3, as expected, since the orifices are Ie-

pressure than SA-3, but both results arc within the cated closer to the exp,_msion corner on the frustrum

error margin of the telemetered data. ofthe S-IVstage. Readings from measurement D85-20
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""'"_"_'_"' '_...... Figure 12-6 is a representative plot ol surface

'"/_ ""_ pressure coefficients versus Maeh number which were

,_ obtained from the six measurements on panel Ill-IV.

,0 " _" A configuration sketch and the location of each meas-
• __- urement is also shown in Figure 12-6, The largest

F pressure coeffieientoccurred at Station 1726, 2.5 cm

oo z_ _* zo z_ zn
....... ; ........ ,%

,,' ' _ i I ..................

'. ,, _ ti_',- . ;
Ii ,/ '*::.'"',

FICt'ItE 12-5. RATIOS OF SURFACE PI=tESSUttE TO '" . ""-_._
AMBIENT PRESSURE VERSUS .......

MACtt NUMBER ON INTERSTAGE _ '-.c__ .........

dropped from 1.5 at Mach 1.2 to a value slightly above FIGUHE 12-6. PIIESSURE COl,: FI.'ICII.2NT \'I.:I/SI'S
ambient at Mach 1.6. It is conjectured at this time

MACH NU/_I I]I_:R ON CI';NT:\UI2 -

that the local shock wave moving downstream caused S[MIT[_'VI'I()N PANI£ [.
this drop in pressure. Wind tunnel measurements at

locations inclose proximity to the flight measurement Values of pressure coefficients at various Math

do notindieate this drop. However, the value obtained numbers are plotted versus vehicle station in Figure
from the wind tunnel tests was a faired value, and the 12-7. Results show excellent agreement with wind

possibility exists that the faired value is not correct, tunnel results (Reference 4) on the Centaur shoulder
contiguration tests at Ames Research Center for the

Math numbers available. The flight results indicated12.4.4 CENTAUR SIMULATION PRESSURES
a very low pressure region directly behind the shoulder

in the subsonic region.
Anexperiment was flown on SA-3te simulate

the Centaur shoulder configuration behind the nose " _ _ r , -

lairing. The failure on the first Centaur flight wa:s ':_-_ i 'possibly attributed to an adverse pressure distribution T 22 _=2_\ , ,

i - . ! i
lathe vicinity of the shoulder withrespeet to a venting [-- "_'_k "_'\_.] I -

arraagement. To gain some full scale flight informa- .. i _ _,i _._.,
Lion in support of this hypothesis, two panels were

mounted on SA-3 to simulate a portion of the Centaur °,_,, , ...... I..... _. ,_ .1_

configuration. Two 2.3-cm thick panels were installed .................. "g,

ca the payload surface of the vehicle, one between fin [_---_ [ i

locations Hl and IV (designated panel III - IV, andthe :::_: __
other between fin locations I and HI (designated panel ....

1 -II). The panels were approximately 60 degrees ............ ,
wide in circumference andextended from Station 1968 ',!. ,!_ ,,_ ,!,. ,.{, ,}-_ _

to 1731. The shoulder of the nose cone was moved i _ ;_-_' ....

back l0 cm to station 1727 on the area encompassed [_}by panels. A total of 11 surface pressure measure- ii:i, ,
ments were located longitudinally on the centerline ......... ,.................

surface of the panels. The Centaur vented in an area FIGUIqE i2-7. I)RFSSURI.] COFI.'I,'IC[I-;NT VI.:IISUS

similar to the base of the simurlation panels installed VFItICIA_: STATION AT VAIII()US
on SA-3. Base pressures were measured on each one MACII NUMBEIIS ON CI-:NT:\Ui_ -

of the panels during the SA-3 flight, SIMULATION PANE I.
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SECTION X]II. INSTRUMENTATION

13. 1 SUMMARY sure Gear Case Lub, Lo; and D27-5, Pressure Inside

Tail. Thesefailures occurred 3.2 seconds after igni-

Overall reliability of the SA-3 measuring sys- tion command. All of these measurements had re-
tern was 97.0 percent. All commutators performed sponded to their various systems prior to the power

satisfactorily withnodeviation from normal operation, failure.

All preflight and inflight calibrations were normal.
Measurement M27-12, Frequency Staticlnverter,

Transmitted RF power from all telemetry links showed no output even though this inverter did tune-

was sufficient to produce good data during the flight tion.

time of approximately 292 seconds. Indications are

that the entire system performed without significant The pressure measurement D3-01, t)ressure of
failure. Gas in LOX Tank No. 1, became intermittent 1.6 sec-

onds after ignition. The signal was completely lost

The sit.real strength of all RF systems, except C- 3.9 seconds later.

Band Radar, was very close to the expected values.

Even though the C-Band Radarreeeived alower-than- The strain measurement E21-02, Strain, Mount-

normal signal, tracking information from this system, inn Stud, had no output. This failure is believed to be

the UDOP system, and the Azusa system was suffi- in the strain gauges. There were four other gauge

cient for good trajectory information, failures on similar measurements betore launch day.

This flighthas again proven the usefulness of re- The pressure measurements D143-2, D144-9, and

dundant tracking systems. As pointed out in Section D145-9, Ap Across Shl'oud, were lust 0.5 seconds

XIIIParagral)h 13.4. some periods of flightexist when afterignition. These measurements are believed to

data from one system may be insutficientto provide have received avery high "g" load at thistime. There

good tracking information, but these periods may be is also a large amount of displacement in thisarea at

filledusing data from redundant systems, ignition.

The engineering sequential camera coverage for Pressure measurem,'_nt D1-4, Pressu_'eCombus-

the SA-3'flight was comparable to thatof SA-2. ttonChamber, failedat 73 seconds range time. This

measurement became extremely noisy at this time.

A normal output was observed after cutoff.
13.2 MEASURING ANALYSIS

Three of the 108 discrete level probes did not

Measurement Malfunctions function, They were probes number 6, 2, and ll on

measurements At9-OC, A19-01, and A19-03 respec-

There were 607 flightmeasurements made on the lively.
SA-3 vehicle. Of these measurements, fourteen were

found te be completely unusable, sLx were partially Partial failures were also observed on A6-5 and

usable, and one was questionable. All-5, Main Fuel and LOX Valve respectively. These
measurements recorded the valves' opening, but fail-

Two types of malfunctions occurred on the flight, ed to record the valves' closing because of the meas-

First, there were seven pressure transducers and one uring voltage failurementioned previously.

temperature measurement lostbecause of a malfunc-

tion in the power supply serving the direct measure- The measurement DIg-2, Pressure Gear Case

ments in area five. Second, there were six other Top, showed an unusually high pressure. This is a

measurements in which the measuring components gauge type pressure transducer. A systems analysis

had apparent failures, does not support this high pressure. It is believed
that the orifice to the pressure port of the transducer

The eight measurements thatwere lost because of was obstructed, thus trapping the nitrogen gas some-

measuring voltage failure were: C69-5, Temperature time during the launch. As the velifcle rose into the

Radiation Shield; Di2-5, Pressure Fuel Pump Inlet; atmosphere, the pressure on the vent side of the

D13-5, Pressure LOX Pump Inlet; D14-5, Pressure transducer decreased, thereby showing anincrease in

Turbine Inlet; [)18-5, Pressure Gear Case Top; the gas trapped at the pressure port. The pressure

D19--5, pressure Gear Case Lub, Hi; D20-5, Pros- rise in this case was the same as the drop in the
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atmospheric pressure. This obstruction was relieved the flame attenuation was less (probably as much as

shortl_ybefore cutoff, l0 db) than thatnoted on the Block Itype.

Measurement Reliability 13.4 RF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Overall reliabili_ of the SA-3 measuring system 13.4. I TELEMETRY

was 97.0 percent: this is assuming eighteen failures

for 598 measurements, plus three failuresof the 108 Cape Telemetry 2 Station (1.7 km at_approximately

discrete level probes which are the remaining nine 240 degrees from pad 34)
measure ments.

Telemetry signal strength (Figure 13-i) at this

The opticaltype liquidlevel probes, used for the station appears to be above the receiver threshold at

firsttime onthis flight,performed very satisfactorily, alltimes. The lowest sigaaalwas received during retro

The reliabilityof these probes was 97.2 percent, rocket firing. The signal leveldropped 25 to 35 dbm

whereas the reliabilityof thc impedance type probes at this time to approximately minus 65 to minus 75
on SA-2 was approximately 56 percent, dbm.

sl_.._Scr,nSth_db_) _ l_l,m_Tltl2
Link 2

The pressure transducers that recorded the re- -,0 -_--______..[ _ _ _._ . _ ,
sidaal pressure in the combustion chamber a/ter cut- _'_L._ I R..... ,_.._ I_._,+_
off performed satisfactorily. Also, the pressure ._0 _J _- _d(_L_ ! I] _ | _ |

performed as expected. , "_ :P_"_'

The temperature measurements gave a 100 percent

performance as they did on the SA-2 flight., e×cept for -,. j 1 ,_ _)_ ,_ 1 | i0 _ _u zoo zao _(
the measurement on the M31 panel which did not F_,_,_T_ _..,_
operate due to the measuring voltage failure.

¢z_ _arrl_ z
13.3 TELEMETRY SYSTEM ANALYSIS s_,,: s¢,_s_ (_®_ L,_ 6-1o

Data transmission for flight testing Saturn " I-._-'_ ]

L !vehicle SA-3 was effected by eight radio telemetry -lo _ _

systemiinks, anda TMauxiliaryequipmentassembly. _ I "_ _- ." _°'!i -!In addition, two experimental systems, a PCM system _c .___

(link 6) and a UHF RF assembly (link 9), were flight

tested for the first time. All systems operated satis- ,o, i L

FIGURE 13-1. TELFMETRY SIGNAL STRENGTIi

The overall performance of link 6 was found to be (CA PETE LE METRY 2)
excellent, and indications are that the I:'CM/FM

system will provide very accurate data. The signal Other decreases in signal strength were present,

strength from this link was ve_' good. A few nulls but they were less intense. These may be attributed
were noted, but these were most like[)' antenna nulls, to multipath, cross polarization, antenna nulls, small

The PCM package showed a 30 to 35 dbm drop during aspect angle, and flame attenuation.

retro rocket firing, but still remained at a level high

enough for good data. Flame attenuation was present at this station

from approximately 98 to 138 seconds. However, the

The overall performance of the UHF link 9 was signal was not noisy until approximately 118 seconds.
found to be satisfactory. Possibly, the UHF band will Maximum attenuation occurred be_veen 120 and 130

be used more extensively in the future for transmitting seconds, and caused a signal drop of approximately
telemetry data. 10 to 25 db below normal, which was expected. How-

ever, it wasn'texpeeted that the attenuation would end

The Block II antenna panel (located between the prior to engine cutoff. This was caused by the changing
propellant tanks at the forward portion of the S-I aspect angle.

stage) showed good results, with the signal strength

being higher and somewhat more constant than other Signal attenuation due to the roll of the vehicle,

recordings. The attenuation atretrorocket firing was resulting from retro firing, can be seen on these

about the same as for the Block I antenna; however, records although it is not very pronounced. This
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means that the vehicle antenna gain at this aspect G B__ITelemetry Station {Grand Bahama Island_.

angle is relatively constant.
Signal was receivedat this station between 48 and

Cape Telemetry 3 Station (6.9 km ata_oximat_12. 55 seconds. All links functioned normally until the

200 degrees from Pad _ retro rockets fired. At this time, the signal on some

links dropped low enough to cause noise in the reduced

Preliminary investigation shows that the signal data. Also, some decreases" due to roll were large

strength from this station was sufficient to prevent enough to cause signal noise. No flame attenuation

signal dropout at any time. Some difference existed was present at this station.

between this station and Cape Telemetry 2 station.

There was more signal fluctuation from multipath _ D Station (4.3 km at approximatelx_ 210 de-

propagation during the first few seconds of flight, g_rscs from Pad 34)_.
Flame attettuation was less, and began 5 to 10 seconds

later that at Cape Telemetry 2 station. Link 10 ex- The signal at this station was generally low and
perienced less flameattenuationthanotherlinks. Even experienced dropouts at retro rocket firing and at

though flame attenuationwasless, this station recorded intervals during the vehicle roll. This may be attri-

a short decrease in signal after outboard engine cutoff, buted partially to a low gain system and partially to

This was probably due to the final expulsion of exhaust hand tracking used by this station.

gases. Some of the signal str'ength decreases were

more intense than the decreases at Cape Telemetry 2

station, especially after the vehicle began to roll. U HF Telemetry - Mandy Statio_roxi-

mat_ely 200 degrees from Pad 34).

Signal attenuation, due to retro rocket firing, was

about the same as the Cape Telemetry 2 station.
This is the first lime that U HF telemetry has been

Green Mountain Telcmct_near MSFC). used on a Saturn flight. The signal strength during
powered flight was excellent, and as shown in Figure

13-2, it followed the predicted curve almost perfectly.

The telemetry signal {Figure 13-2) was received Therewasnoevidence of flame effects from the engine

at this station approximately 128 seconds afterliftoff, exhaust, and the retro rockets affected this system

Average signal strength was approximately t5 to 18 db less than the VHF systems. The signal was low after

higher than on SA-2. The reason for this has not yet the vehicle began to roll, but this could be expected

been determined, but is under investigation at this because the system was using only one antenna and it

time. The difference could possibly be caused by an was turned away from the station much of the time.

error in calibrationor by a difference in propagation The data noise threshold was minus 102 dbm and the
due tothe differentweather conditionsof the SA-2 and signal dropped below this value only two times for

SA-3 flights, short periods.

-,_ ,,_ _*1a_4 ._ Mandy Station (7.7 kan at approximately 200 degrees

I I -- voltageatthisstatioowascoostaotontil.,,o . __ 125 seconds, with one exception between 78 .and 79

,_,,, ,. ,..o) seconds. Signalattenuation,probably caused by flame,

began atapproximate ly125 seconds and continued until

_,*-., _*_._*,,(0,) _,anL**_,._,_ _,^T,_ IECO. Maximum attenuation ( 12 to 15 dbm below'tl_ 9

"'_ rocket firing produced a sig_ml attenuation of approxi-

.,0 mately 25 dbm for their duration.

_v- I Signal variation occurred between retro rocket
firing and destruct, caused by nulls in the antemm

"°o .o *_ uo ,o _0o ,_ 0 pattern as the vehicle rolled.
YLL*_tZ_= (**¢)

FIGURE 13-2. TELEMETRY SIGNAL STRENGTH Signal was received until 465 seconds after liftoff,

( GREEN MOUNTAIN AND MANDY) but it was noisy and attenuated after destruct.
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Ta_g_o Station (Titusvilte - Cocoa Airport, 22.9 km at flights because of the slower liftoff velocit3' of the

270 de_rees from Pad 34). vehicle. However, the signal remained above minus

95 dbm, which meets the range data commitments.

Average signal strength was higher than prelimi- From 160secondstodestruct, the si_,malwas attenuated

nary predictions (Figure 13-3). Some sigl_al attenua- as much as 35 to 4(} dhm at times. This is pt'ohahly

tion was experienced due to antenna nulls, especially due to the roll of the vehicle, since the system has

after the vehicle began to roll, only one an_nna, ttowever, records indicate that the

MKII system was passive from 160 until 220 seconds,
st,_ s,_,-_t_ (_) _ _r:_ and from 225 until 270 seconds, while the MK I station

-_o'_°_--:_C'_k_,d_,___j,_____l_A fix "k _!_---- _o ..... T theseperiods.Wastracking. The signal was attenuated most during
:_ ) ! i

-'Jo -- ---- n,._o_ee i i ]

40 so t20 t60 2_ Za_ 2_ 2.20

....... -.o, , v in/ i

--_T'2,_ "-'---t" r - b,=,)_ )

i
-'° ' i ', " i-- ,-

FIGURE13-3. UDOP SIGNAL STRENGTH ¢[ _ --_-:_--, ' ,.oo )

Retro rocket firing produced an attenuation of l0

to 15 db below the average signal. No flame attenuation

was experienced at this station. Signal was received FIGURE 13-4. AZUSA AND ]RADAR SIGNAL

until approximately 464 seconds after iiftcff, but it STRENGTIt

was very noisy and attenuated after destruct.
13.4.4 C-RANDRADAR

Other Stations

Station t. 16 (4.7 km at approximately 199 degrees
AGC records were received from several other

from Pad 34).
stations, including the Green Mountain Station. They

all compared favorably with Tango and Mandy records. Prior to liftotf, it was noticed that the C-Ba.n_'
The signal strength frorn Metro Station (Merritt Island

Airport, 23.4 km at approximately 214 degrees from Beacon was frequency moding and giving a double
pulse output. This was causing erratic range lock-on,

Pad 34) is presented in Figure t3-_.
so the receiver was detuned to get a single narrow

pulse. This detuning caused a lower signal level than

13.4.3 AZUSA would normally be received at thisstation,but itwas
felt that it was adequate l)ecause skin tracking could

be used if the beacon proved to be inadequate, The

Records from the MK II station (12.4 km at signal strength from this station is shown in Figure
approximatcty 194degrees from Pad 34) indicated that 13-4.

the system operated as expected for the first 160 to

170 seconds. The signal (Figure f3-4) was fluctuating Automatic beacon tracking was acquired at liftoff

between 5 and 12 db for the first 80 seconds. The andused for 92 seconds. The signal followed a smooth

Azusa signal normally fluctuates due to multipath pattern during this time, but was 20 to 30 dbm lower

propagation and antenna lohingfor the first part of the than predictions. Records show that the signal began

flight. These effects lasted longer than on previous decreasing at about85 seconds; then the system began
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hunting at about 91 seconds and was switched to auto- it had a 2to3 db jitter for the remainder of the flight.
marie skin tracking from 92 to 103 seconds. Beacon Records show that this station also had trouble with

tracking was used from 103 until 196.5 seconds, narrow pulse width, double pulsing, and countdown

During this time, the signal-to-noise ratio was 20 to from the beacon. Apparently it had not prepared for
30 db which is sufficient for high accuracy tracking, this by dettming its beacon as station I. 16 had done

Some noise was present between 115 and 132 seconds and therefore experienced more difficulty.

which in,_y have been caused by flame, but it wasn't

enoughto causeconcern. However, retro rocket firing This station lost track three times (luring the
caused disturbances of 10 to 15 db which drove the flight, The first time was at 140 seconds and may

sii,mal-to-noisc ratio down to 12 to 15 db. This distur- have been a combination of poor beacon response and

banee probably would have been insignificant if the flame attenuation. The other two times were after the

signal level had been normal, retro rockets had fired and may have been caused by
roll. The system switched back and forth between

After retro rocket firing, the signal dropped automatie beacontrackingandautomatie skintraeking
below the noise level at about 194 seconds and the from 140te 187 seconds and ended up rising automatic

system was switched to skin tracking from 197 to 202 skin tracking from 187 seconds until destruct. It

seconds. This happenedagain around 235 seconds and tracked the water cloud after destruct.

the system was switched to automatic skin tracking
from 241 seconds until destruct. After destruct, this GBI Station (Grand Bahama Island).

station tracked pieces of the vehicle and the. cloud
The signal, was received at GBI 65 seconds after

formed _, Project Highwater.
liftoff. It experienced the same trouble as the other

stations. No flame attenuation was present at this

Station 0.16 {Patrick AFB, 32.9 km south of Pad 34). station, but retro rocket firingcaused asignal attenua-
tion of approximately 5 db.

This station used the MK 51 optical tracking until

T plus 22 seconds, at which time it switched to auto- Even though response was below' normal, this
matic beacon tracking. AGC at the ground station station was able to track the beacon all the way,

appeared normal for the first 53 seconds. After this, except for one period between 192 and 228 seconds.
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SECTION XIV. SUMMARY OF MALFUNCTIONS AND DEVIATIONS

The flight test of Saturn SA-3 did not reveal any tween the center and outhoard LOX tanks was 0.09

malfunctions or deviations which could be considered kgv'em a ( l. 3psi) lower thanprcdictedat IECO (Section

a serious system failure or desig_a deficiency. How- V Paragraph 5.4.2).

ever, a number of minor deviations did occur and are

summarized here for documentary purposes. Control

Corrective measures were recommended by the 12. An error in tilt cam resulted ira a maximum

division for some of the items listed. These are tilt angle of ,t4.28 degrees at tilt arrest as compared

marked with an asterisk. Each item is listed in the to the desired angle of 44 degrees (Section VII Para-

area where the malfm_ction occurred, graph 7.2. l ).*

Launch Operations In. A clockwise roll moment of 1553 kg-m was

observed at IECO (Section VII Paragraph 7.2. 3).
t. A ground generator power fa_,ture caused a

45-minute hold at T minus 75 minutes (Section IH
14. Increased sloshingwasobservedin LOX tank

Paragraph 3.4). 04 compared to that on the SA-2 flight. A maximum

sloshing amplitude of 24 cm was observed in pitch on

2. The digital output computer for the sequence SA-3, as compared to 10 cm on SA-2 (sectim_ VII

records malfunctioned (Section 111 Paragraph 3.4). paragraph 7.4).

3. The"Support Retrack Pressure OK" switches Guidance

cycled severa}_ times about 500 ms after all engines

were running (Section 111 Paragraph 3.5). 15. Erroneous outputs from the cross range ac-

ceterometer system on tim ST-t24P Platform were

4. A measuring error indicated that the LOX observed (Section VIII Paragraph 8, 3.31.

bubbling valve stayed open for 137 seconds instead of

the expected 60 seconds (Section III Paragraph 3.5). 16. The ST-124P platform was not aligned in
azimuth and the resolver chain was not trimmed

5. The LOX fill mast failed to retract on corn- (Section VIII Paragraph 8. a. 3 mid Paragraphs. 4.2). *

mand (Section II1 Paragraph 3.6)':'

17, A failure due to an open circuit in one buffer
amplifier stage of the ST-12,tP guidance sigma[ pro-

6. The burning time for SA-3 was I. 3 seconds eessor repeater was encountered (Section VII1 Para-

longer than expected (Section IV Paragraph 4.3. I). graph 8.4.2).

7. Cross range displacement was to the left of 18, A disturbance was observed in the signal

nominal due to a difference in alignment between the processor between 113 and 125 seconds (Section VIII

platform and vehicle, and also due to winds (section Paragraph 8.4.2).
IV Paragraph 4.3. l}.

Electrical System

PrEpJ}uls ion
19, Number 5 measuring supply voltage failed

8. The vehicle specific impulse was 1, i percent prior to liftoff (Section IX Paragraph 9.2) .':'

higher than predicted (Section V Paragraph 5. a).
Structures

9. The gear case pressure measurement on

engine position 2 exceeded its limits (Section V Para- 20. A high vibration level was observed on the
graph 5.2). fuel suction line, longitudinal; measurement E45-_

(Section X Paragraph 10.5.3}.

It}. The retro rockets were misaIigned, causing

a vehicle roll motion (Section V Paragraph 5.7). ':' 21. Systematic trm]sients were observed in eight
measures (Section X Paragraph 10.5.3 and Paragraph

11. The pressure drop across the orifices be- 10, 6).
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Environmental Temperatures and Pressures 25. Base pressure ontheheatshield had a higher
gradient than previous flights (Section XI Paragraph

22. Totalcalorimeter measurement (C77-5) in- 11.2. 1. 1).

dicated losses twice as great as previously noted

(Section XI Paragraph 11.2. 1.3). Instrumentation

23. Heating rate on the S-IV skin was twice as 26. Fourteen measurementswere unusuable, six

much as would be predicted by theory (Section Xl were partially usable, and one was questionable (See-

Paragraph 11.3). tion XIII l_ragraph t3.2}.

24. Flame shield pressure was unusual (Section 27. The C-Band Radar si_,ma[ strength was lower

XI Paragraph 11.2.1.1). than predicted (Section X_II Paragraph 13.4.4),
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SECTION XV. SPECIAL MISSIONS

15. I PROJECT HIGHWATER motion of the booster was observed for an extended

time. A few booster measurements continued to be

transmitted on telemetry. Telemetry signals on links

A water cloud experiment (similar to the 3, 4, and 8 were temporarily lost 'after project High-
experiment conducted on SA-2) was accomplished water, but were regained between 335 and 360 seconds

successfully on SA-3. At 292 seconds range time the and continued tmtil after 400 seconds. Link 7 telem-

upper stages' water ballastswere rupturedwith prima- eta5' signals were not lost until 420 seconds; whereas

cord, injecting 86.7 m a (22,900 gall of water into the liuk 6 (PCM) continued te transmit until approximately

upper atmosphere. At file time of l_'ojcet tlighwater, 600 seconds. It is questionable, however, if any of the

the vehicle was at an altitude of 167.22 km (0.45 km data would represent reliable measurements. The

higher than predicted) and at a range of 211.41 km booster wasoutofeamern range when breakup occur-

(3.76 km above predicted), red. Figure 15-1 presents camera coverage during
various periods of Project ltighwater.

The Saturn water release experiment was con- 15.2 HORIZON SCANNER
dueled on the SA-3 flight in order to compare the cloud

formation with that observed on the SA-2 experiment; Usable data from the horizon scanner were

to investigate the effects of perturbing the ionosphere obtained bet_vcen 100 and 130 seconds range time. The
by the release of 86.7 m 3 (22,900 gall of water and data during this period were within =5:degrees el ex-

to monitor the ionosphere's return to an equilibrium peetedvalues. Data in other portions of the flight were

state, and to passively monitor radio noise through a erratic and unusable, No data was expected until 100
frequency r,'mge from 300 cps to 400 megacycles, seconds; however, the data would have continued to

be usable until retro fire at 153.6 seconds.

15.3 OTHER SPECIAL MISSIONS

Inadditionto lh'ojeetHighwater and tilehorizon

scanner output, a [lumber of special missions were

flown as tests on SA-3. The results of these tests

have been discussed indetailinthe preceding sections

of this report. The following table liststhe section
in which special mission results are discussed:

Reference Section

a. M-31 Heat Shield Panel

(Block ItTyl_e) XI Paragraph
It.2, 1,3

h. LOX Depletion V Paragraph 5.2
c. Full Propellant

Loading V Paragraph 5, 4

d. Block II Antenna Panel XIII Paragraph
13.3

e. Passenger S'i'-I24P \qII Paragraph

f. PCM Telemetry XIII Paragraph

FIGURE 15-i. PICTURE SEQUENCE OF PROJECT 13.3

IIIGHWATER EXPERIMENT g. Centaur Pressure Study XII Paragraph
12.4.4

h. S-IV Stage Temperature

and Pressure Mess. XI Paragraph
Film from the long range camera at Vcro Beach 11.3

showed that the S-i booster remained intact after i. Block II Swing Arm Ill Paragraph 3.6
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